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Un i versity 
The writer proposes the utilization of a 
de ve lopmentally based outdoor curric ulum and playground 
de signed f o r young children. The curriculum consists of an 
ove rview, object i ves, curriculum methodology, playgro und 
designs and evaluation. Cognitive, affective and 
psychomotor domains are each included in the objectives. A 
curriculum methodology focusing upon approaches for 
individualization and development of the total child is 
prese nted. The playground designs are based upon current 
resea rch. Play value, development appropriateness and 
safe ty were considered in dev~loping the playground designs 
and curriculum. Evaluation of the curriculum and 
playground will be measured through assessments of the 
individual child, the class, and the staff. Numerous 
approachAs to evaluation are described. 
Th is project is intended to assist preschool teachers 
in es tablishing and maintaining a program based on current 
research and literature. Ideas to assist other preschools 
in adaptation are presented . Included in the ideas are 
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steps in developing a curriculum and playground design as 
well as a suggested approach to training parents and staff 
in the rationale and appropriate use of the curriculum. 
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Introduction 
Chapter 1 
PROJECT OVERVIEW 
In recent years, American playgrounds have undergone 
numerous changes . Traditional playgrounds are being 
challenged regarding their play value, developmental 
appropriateness, and safety. Playgrounds categorized as 
contemporary, adventure , and creative are slowly replacing 
the traditional playground. The design attempt of 
contemporary , adventure , and creative play spaces is to 
create environments which are safe yet allow for risk 
taking, open ended thus encouraging multiple use, and 
flexible enough to meet numerous developmental levels. 
Outdoor education is becoming an integral part of 
learning programs designed for young children, as it is 
commonly recognized t~a t the teacher of young children is 
responsible for facilitating total development. In recent 
years much literature has been focused on extending the 
indoor curriculum to the outside. The integration of 
outside and inside learning is similar to the overlap of 
the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this project is to develop a Piagetian 
based preschool outdoor curriculum and playground design . 
The information presented is based upon research concerning 
the total development of young children. This project 
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includes an outdoor learning program that will facilitate 
the development of skills through materials, equipment, and 
activities . The physical and emotional environment is 
designed to encourage an approach which is primarily child 
centered and focuses upon active learning. The curriculum 
is structured to include a progression of developmental 
activities in the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor 
domains. The curriculum is also designed to be flexible 
r egarding the rate of progression, thus stressing 
individualization . Since this proposed program is 
multidimensional with various levels of complexity, there 
is the opportunity for children to be challenged as well as 
feel secure. 
The curriculum and playground design could be used as 
a model for other preschools to adapt. Along with the 
preschool outdoo r curriculum and des ign this project also 
includes ideas to assist other preschools in adaptation. 
Included in the ideas are steps in developing a curriculum 
and design as well as a suggested approach to training 
parents and staff in the rationale and appropriate use of 
the curriculum. 
Delimitation 
This curriculum and design is being developed for 
specific use by the Western Kentucky University Campus 
Child Care program, located in Bowling Green, Kentucky. 
Western Kentucky University Campus Child Care (WKUCCC) 
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operates a combination Head Start and day care program that 
provides child care for children between the ages of three 
and six. Head Start is a federally funded program which 
provides comprehensive services for low income children and 
their families through four component areas: education, 
health, social services, and parent involvement. Ninety 
percent of the children must be financially below the 
federal poverty income guidelines and at least 10 percent 
must be diagnosed as having a handicapping condition. The 
WK U Head Start operates a part day child care program, 
Monday through Thursday. Day care is available for a fee 
to Head Start families needing additional hours of day care 
and to families who do not qualify for Head Start. 
Significance of the Problem 
Th e significance of appropriate outdoor learning 
environments for young child r p n is reflected through the 
attention currently being given to the topic through an 
increase in the literature. The literature focuses on two 
primary areas: safety and creativity. The current 
literature concerning the safe ty of outdoor equipment may 
be, in part, a result of the National Electronic Injury 
Surveillance System (NEISS) estimating that in one year 
over 167,000 playground equipment related injuries received 
hos pital emergency room treatment (U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission, 1979). The literature concerning 
creative outdoor playspaces is leading to exciting 
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environments to r eplace the traditional playgrounds known 
to Americans. In such creative environments cognitive and 
psychomotor development is facilitated through interaction 
of the child and environmental elements. According to 
piaget (Charles, 1974), intellectual growth is affected by 
conc r e t e e xperienc e and physical maturation, thus cognitive 
and psychomotor domains develop simultaneously through 
active learning . The two factors discussed, safety and 
effectiveness, are both explored currently in this study 
and are significant issues regarding preschool education . 
It is important that the curre nt research be presented 
in a form whi ch can illustrate the key issues such as 
safe ty , creativity, and active learning to early childhood 
educators. It is hoped that through this project Head 
Start and day care teachers, many of whom are 
paraprofessional early childhood educators, can see 
research presented through a concrete approach. 
Organization of Project 
This project is divided into five chapters. Chapter 
One is the introduction, which gives an overview and 
direction to the preschool outdoor learning curriculum and 
playground design. Chapter Two is a review of the 
literature related to the project . The review of 
li t erature is taken from resource books, professional 
journals , magazines, and reports . The review includes 
playground history, types, value, designs, safety and 
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learning implications based on child development 
principles. Chapter Three consists of the actual 
curriculum, playground design plans, and evaluation. 
Information gathered through the literature review was 
utilized in the development of the curriculum and design 
plans. An adaptation strategy is presented in Chapter Pour 
of this project. Chapter Five addresses the project 
summary, conclusions, and recommendations. Following 
Chapter Five are the appendices which contain blueprints 
for the playground design, a construction cost analysis, 
planting and animal care guides, and worksheets. 
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Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
During the 1960's major concerns regarding children's 
play spaces began to emerge and appear in Great Britain 
literature (Brown and Burger, 1984). It was not until a 
few years after concern was shown in Great Britain that 
children's outdoor play environments began to receive 
attention in the United States. 
American intere st in playgrounds has resulted in a 
transitional period with child oriented and creative 
environments beginning to replace the traditional asphalt 
playgrounds which have standardized equipment. Frost 
(1978) called this recent change the "American Playground 
Movement." 
Although this movement is underway there are many 
obstacles such as safety questions, aesthetics, and 
expense. In order for the creat i ve environments to be more 
successful than the traditional ones, the following must be 
considered: types and value of play, developmental 
appropriateness, safety, guidelines/regulations, and 
supervision. 
History 
British. 
Lady Allen of Hurtwood (1968) outlined the progression 
of playground development through six stages. Stage one is 
the prison period. These playgrounds look like prison 
exercise yards. They are barren with an asphalt surface 
6 
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and a high fence. Stage two is the ironmongery stage. 
Large metal climbing structures , slides and other metal 
equipment sit atop the asphalt, completing the scene for 
this stage. Stage three is the concrete pipe period. Many 
concrete sewer pipes of various sizes and dimensions were 
added for children to c rawl over and through. Stage four 
is the novelty period. This stage includes play sculptures 
that are too elaborate to be functional for the c hildren. 
Stage five is the maze period. Stage six is the -do it 
yourself- one, where children test themselves against new 
challenges in complete freedom. According to Lady Allen, 
many playgrounds are still of the asphalt kind with fixed 
equipment and no grass, trees, flowers, animals, or beauty. 
American. 
Prost and Klein (1979) described the brief history of 
~merican adult-prepared playgrounds. They stated that 
these playgrounds began to app~ar following World War II. 
Prior to this time playgrounds were not seen as a need 
because children and adults shared heavy work 
responsibilities thus contrived exercise was not needed. 
As economic growth allowed, children were sent to 
school, where they were expected to take part in recess. 
The first manufactured equipment used for school recess was 
primarily exercise equipment (Prost' Klein, 1979). 
American playgrounds soon took on characteristics of the 
mechanical age, and began to reflect shiny metal and 
mechanical play equipment. 
Types of Playgrounds 
Traditional. 
Frost and Klein described traditional playgrounds as 
follows: 
By the end of the 1950 l s most American playgrounds 
had become standardized, an area enclosed by a 
chain-link fence, paved with asphalt , containing a 
slide, swing, seesaw, jungle gym, and 
merry-go-round. (p . 54) 
Hayward, Rothenberg and Beasley (1974) described 
traditional playgrounds in a similar way. They stated that 
playgrounds usually consisted of some form of swings, 
slides, seesaws, and climbing bars. 
Frost and Klein (1979) also described traditional 
playgrounds as lacking creative play materials such as 
water, sand, play houses, and wood for construction. 
Another concern regarding traditional playgrounds expressed 
by Frost and Klein was: 
It is our opinion tha t wi th relatively few 
exceptions (5 to 10 perc e nt), American playgrounds 
for children under eight years of age are 
hazardous, inadequately equipped, and inappropriate 
to the developmental play needs of the children 
they serve. (p. 54) 
Even though traditional playgrounds have been found to be 
dangerouR, used in a highly limited fashion, and vacant at 
least 88 percent of the peak time, Hayward et al. (1974) 
noted that they appear to have community support and 
continue to be built. 
On the other hand, numerous educational researchers 
(such as Frost, 1978; Miller, 1972; and passatino, 1975;) 
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all expressed dissatisfaction with traditional playgrounds. 
Brown and Burger (1984) stated that the dissatisfaction 
with traditional playgrounds has led to the design of 
contemporary playgrounds as an alternative. 
Contemporary. 
Hayward et al . (1974) stated that the con temporary 
playgrounds are not as easily described as the traditional 
ones, nor are they as numerous. Contemporary playgrounds 
have been designed to include novelty, textures, and 
a esthically pleasing forms. Hayward et al . (1974) 
described the contemporary playground as follows: 
Generally, these playgrounds are Bomewhat 
sculptured, frequently based on sand or concrete 
forms, and may include cobblestone mounds to which 
slides are attached, tunnels under walls or mounds, 
and a tree house or platforms above the ground. 
They may also contain some conventional playground 
equipment . (p. 134) 
Rohane (1981) described the change to contemporary 
playgrounds as follows: -Wel l - c omposed, sculptural play 
elements of concrete, fiberglass, and later wood contrasted 
the harshness and monotony of galvanized metal- (p. 252). 
Reactions to the contemporary playgrounds have been 
mixed . They are generally pleasing to the adult eye but 
some question the difference they make in the play behavior 
and safety of children (Brown, Burger, 1984; Frost' 
Klein, 1979; and Hayward et al., 1974). 
Adventure. 
Another type of playground which created a mixture of 
reactions was the adventure or junk playgrounds originally 
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developed through European experimentation with materials 
for play. 
In 1930 , as a result of observations of children's 
preference toward scrap materials over finished 
playgrounds, C. Th. Sorensen, a Danish landscape architect 
and professor, began writing about junk playgrounds. In 
1943 Sorensen and the Workers' Co-operative Housing 
Association planned the first adventure playground and 
started it in Endrup, outside Copenhagen. John Bertelsen, 
the first play leader, gave the playground its philosophy 
of freedom and worked to keep it in operation long enough 
to attract attention. His notes regarding the project were 
the primary source of i nformation concerning the first 
adventure playground . 
In 1962, the London Adve nture Playground Association 
(LAPA) was established to promote an understanding of the 
educational, Bocial, and welfar~ va lues of adventure 
playgrounds and to aS$ist 1n the de velopment of new ones. 
The adventure playground concept was adopted by several 
countries, however, the name does not always remain the 
same (Frost' Klein, 1979). The Swedish version is called 
play environments . The Danish prefer to call them building 
playgrounds. 
Regardless of the name given, all adventure 
playgrounds had the common purpose of e ncouraging 
creativity through freedom. There i8, however, a wide 
range of individuality exhibited in each playground. The 
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site may vary in size, appearance, and, to 80lOe dl!9ree , 
function. Common elements include a fence to e nclose the 
entire area, a main building for storage and indoor 
activities, a construction area, a garden area, a fire and 
cooking space, an animal area, and an open space. The 
specific mate rials available daily vary depending upon 
availability of junk and the interests of the players. 
Since adventure playgrounds are designed to eliminate 
standardization and encourage creativity, a complete 
description of the adventure playground would be 
contradictory. The LAPA (Jago, 1971) provided a general 
description of common elements in adventure playgrounds. 
The description said that an adventure playground can best 
be described as a place where children are free to do many 
things that they cannot easily do elsewhere. Jago 
continued the description by saying that in an adventure 
playground, which can be any size f rom one third of an acre 
to two and a half acres, children can build houses, dens, 
and climbing structures with waste materials, have 
bonfires, cook in the open, dig holes, garden, or just play 
with sand, water and clay. The atmosphere according to 
Jago, is permlssive and free, which is especially 
attractive to children whose lives are otherwise much 
limited and restricted by lack of space and opportunity. 
An important element in all adventure playgrounds is that 
each have two full-time leaders in charge who are friends 
to the children and help them with what they are trying to 
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do. Each playground has a large hut which is well equipped 
with materials for painting, dressing up and acting, 
modeling, and other forms of indoor play. There is also a 
record player, table tennis and other items 80 that in 
inclement weather the adventure playground hut becomes a 
social center for many children who would have nowhere to 
play except the street. 
According to a collection of articles edited by 
Bengtsson (1972) many adventure playgrounds either had a 
time of the day or a designated area of the ground designed 
especially for children under five years of age. The 
adventure playgrounds had always welcomed everyone but were 
originally designed, according to the LAPA, for children 5 
to 15 years of age. 
Frost and Klein (1979) said that the key to success of 
an adventure playground is the play leader, who should 
facilitate but interfere as lit t le as possible. Having 
skills as a teacher, gardner, administrator, social worker, 
carpenter, best friend, and parent are important. 
Humanistic qualities such as liking children and accepting 
differences are also important. Frost and Klein contend 
that individual adventure playground sites may need play 
leaders with other specific skills depending upon the local 
situation. Lambert (1974) agreed with Frost and Klein that 
the key to a successful adventure playground is the leader. 
Furthermore, Lambert said that there are no official 
qualifications, but the person must be a friend to the 
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children--warm, understanding, patient, and non-judgmental. 
People with various backgrounds become leaders but the 
following types seem to be more successful: actors, 
carpenters, plumbers, night-watchmen, and those who have 
worked with handicapped children. Rarely do trained youth 
leaders or school teachers feel at home on the adventure 
playground. 
John Bertelsen (1972) , the first adventure playground 
play leader, wa s a seaman and preschool teacher . He saw 
his work as *that of an instructor trying to foster a 
ch ild's ability to use the creative elements in play· (p. 
IS). Throughout his notes he referred to himself as a part 
of the total group. He used the word ·we" many times. 
One problem which was encountered by the first 
adventure playground and continues to be a concern to some 
today is the fear of danger. This fear was evidenced at 
Endrup, outside of Copenhage n, through neighborhood 
pressure to remove a tower thought to be dangerous. The 
play leader, however, saw it as a symbol of the children's 
dreams and creativity. 
The fear persists, although the safety record for 
advent~re playgrounds is excellent. Frost and Klein (1~/9) 
reported that very few serious injuries have been reported 
on British or Scandinavian adventure playgrounds. The 
Milpitas adventure playground located in California in 1970 
also has an excellent safety record. 
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Another problem which concerned the first adventure 
play leader was the adult's misunderstanding of the purpose 
of the playground. Complaints that children got dirty and 
that the grounds were untidy reflected a lack of 
understanding of process. Children's play is not what 
adult's see but rather what the child experiences 
(Bertelsen, 1972). The same misunderstanding seems to 
exist today. 
Still another problem with the adventure playground is 
the cost. Initially setting up an adventure playground is 
financially less costly than a traditional playground. 
However, the ongoing expense of the adventure playground is 
more costly than traditional playground upkeep. The high 
cost of maintaining an adventure playground is in part due 
to the salary of the play leaders. 
Even though there are problems with adventure 
playgrounds, they seem to be cont inually growing. In 1976 
the American Adventure Playground Association (AAPA) was 
formed in Southern California by educators, commissioners, 
and park and recreation professionals. Their purpose was 
to promote the adventure playground concept in the United 
States througll information service s. 
Creative. 
Another type of playground which emerged was the 
creative playground . According to Prost and Henniger 
(1979): 
This 
from 
type of play space is constructed creatively 
eXisting commercial equipment, a few purchased 
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materials, and a wide variety of donated junk 
materials such as old tires, utility poles, 
railroad ties and cable spools . (p.2) 
Frost and Henniger also state that creative playgrounds are 
often planned and constructed by parents, teachers, and 
children with the assistance of a playround specialist . 
Creative playgrounds may include playhouses, wheel 
vehicle areas, sand, and water. They may also include 
storage for moveable materials and a variety of handmade 
climbing and swinging structures (Frost' Klein, 1979). 
These playgrounds seem to be a combination of the 
traditional, contemporary, and adventure playgrounds. 
Comparison of PlaYground Value 
Although all playgrounds in America do not fit neatly 
into the category of traditional, contemporary, adventure, 
or creative, the influence of each was widespread. Many 
researchers have made comparisons regarding children's 
preference and t ypes of play beha~i or on each of these 
kinds of playgrounds. 
Traditional. 
Hayward et al. (1974) found that the traditional 
playground was occupied by the fewest number of school age 
children. Of those who selected the traditional 
playground, adults were predominant. When children did 
select the traditional playground they stayed a shorter 
amount of time than they did on the contemporary, adventure 
or creative playgrounds. Hayward et al. (1974) found that 
children'S attention to anyone activity was shorter on the 
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traditional playground than on the others. The short 
attention span may be related to Fjeldsted's (1980) finding 
that equipment on t raditio nal playgrounds was used only one 
way and often involved only gross motor activity. In a 
comparison study, Strickland (1979) also found that 
children selected the traditional playground less than a 
creative one. 
This finding was consistent with Frost and Campbell's 
(1977) finding tha t on a traditional playground children 
engaged in gross motor play over 77 percent of the time and 
in dramatic play less than three percent of the time. 
Frost and Campbell (1977) also reported that children spent 
o ver 35 percent of their time in solitary and parallel 
play. Fjeldsted (1980) found that most of the children's 
time was spent in solitary, parallel, and associative play 
on traditional playgrounds. For example, Hayward et al. 
<l974) found that the school ~ ge children did not converse 
very much, and when they did the topic related directly to 
the equipment or activity. Both Strickland (1979) and 
Hayward et al. (1974) found that less desirable behaviors 
regarding social and cognitive activities were demonstrated 
on the traditional playground. 
At traditional playgrounds Hayward et al. (1974) found 
that the swings were the primary feature used by school age 
children, the wading pool was used second most. Slides, 
which were of the traditional kind, were rarely used by 
school or preschool age children. 
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Prost and Strickland (1978) found that on traditional 
playgrounds, young children selected a massive unit 
consisting of interior and exterior space for climbing, 
dramatic play areas, two horizontal swings, a slide, and a 
fireman's pole and ladder 23 percent of the time . 
One-fifth of that time was spent playing in the sand 
surrounding the structure. They also found that only 13 
percent of the time children selected linked structures . 
The linked structures consisted of balance beams, chinning 
bars, obstacle climbers, suspension bridge, slide, jungle 
gym, and other related equipment. 
Contemporary. 
Hayward et a1 . (1974) found that the contemporary 
playground had the highest number of users when compared to 
traditional and adventure playgrounds. Adults were the 
most predominant age group on the contemporary playground. 
Although young children were fou . ~ more often playing on 
the contemporary playground than on any other play space, 
they stayed a longer period of time when on the adventure 
playground. They stayed for the shortest play period when 
using the traditional playgrounds. Preschool age children 
were found more often at the contemporary playground than 
at any other playground. Children stayed at the 
contemporary playground longer than the traditional one, 
but shorter than on the adventure playground . 
At the contemporary playground, used in the study by 
Hayward et al. (1974), sand areas were used the most by 
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school age children. There were three sand areas, the 
largest of which included an arts and crafts table and a 
water trough. Mounds and slides were used the second most 
as compared to slides which were rarely selected on the 
traditional playground. One slide was novel in that it was 
attached to a mound resembling a mountain which had tunnels 
running through it. The slides had a variety of ways for 
children to reach the top. One slide had bumps 
incorpo rated into it. There was sand and water available 
to apply to the slide surface. The slides were wide enough 
for t wo children to slide together. 
Talking occurred more on the contemporary than 
traditional playground, but still was not identified as a 
popular activity. When talking did occur it was limited to 
the equipment being used and mutual play activities 
(Hayward, et al., 1974). 
Brown and Burger (1984) r e ~lected that playgrounds of 
the contemporary design did not promote educationally 
desirable social, language, or motor behaviors of 
preschoolers to any greater extent than playgrounds with 
less contemporary designs. Three possible reasons were 
given for this finding. One reason was that the 
contemporary playground may be only cosmetically different. 
The appearance was aesthetically pleasing to adults, but 
may not offer any more play potential for the child. The 
second reason given was that the potential remained 
underdeveloped. For example, one site had a variety of 
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platforms which could be changed by adults to provide a 
variety of climbing patterns for the children, but they 
were not altered. The third reason given to explain the 
findings was that the design did not provide properly zoned 
play areas. For example sand play, a usually favored 
activity for children, was hardly ever used when placed 
between two highly active areas. 
Adventure. 
Hayward et a1. (1974) found that the adventure 
playground had the lowest number of users overall as well 
as the lowest median attendance during each of the fifteen 
times of the day being observed. However, children ages 6 
to 13 years were found most often at the adventure 
playground. Children were observed staying longer at this 
playground than at any other. The amount of time engaged 
in an activity was also longer at the adventure playground. 
The clubhouses were t he most used by school age 
children. The second most used area by the school age 
group was the open area. Talking was the third most 
popular activity on the adventure playground. 
Conversations often extended beyond the immediate 
environment (Hayward, et al., 1974). 
A survey by Harvey (1972), who observed preschoolers 
on an adventure playground, reflected that playing with 
sand and water was the most popular choice of activities. 
The second choice was use of raw materials And climbing 
constructions. Experimenting with bricks, stones, logs, 
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and various containers occuppied a great deal of the 
preschoolers' time. Painting, which is usually popular 
with young children, was selected sporadically. 
Conventional toys were nearly the last choice. 
The adventure type playground equipment which was 
manipulated and had versatile use seemed to stimulate 
self-directed, associative, and cooperative-imaginative 
play (Fjeldsted, 1980). 
Creative. 
Strickland (1979) compared third graders on 
traditional and creative playgrounds. His findings 
indicated that the children selected the creative 
playground more often. In the creative environment, Frost 
and strickland (1978) found that children, kindgergarten 
through second grade, preferred activities in the following 
order: wheeled vehicles, organized games, house and 
housekeeping materials, play wi t hout equipment, complex 
slide, loose parts, old car and boat, sand, climbing 
structures, and moveable see-saw. They also found that 
loose parts were the only materials tested that had equal 
appeal to all age groups. 
Frost and Campbell (1977) found that on a creative 
playground children engaged in dramatic play 40 percent of 
the time and gross motor play 43 percent of the time. The 
finding that solitary and parallel play occuppied less than 
25 percent of the children's time (Prost' Campbell, 1977) 
was consistent with Strickland's (1979) finding that while 
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playing on the creative playground children demonstrated 
more desirable behaviors such as complex social contac t . 
Strickland also found that cognitivo behaviors increased on 
the creative playground. 
Conclusions. 
The comparison of children in each playground setting 
illustrates that the placement and kind of equipment makes 
a significant difference in the type of play engaged in by 
children. It seems that a wide range of materials and 
equipment allows for various types of play. Novelty and 
complexity appear to influence the amount of interest 
children have. Children prefer equipment and materials 
that are manipulative and that can be adapted to their play 
needs. 
Not only does the type of equipment influence behavior 
but the amount of equipment also has an impact. Johnson 
(1935) found that as the amount of ~qu ipment increased the 
amount of motor play and play with materials increased. 
Undesirable behaviors as well as social play decreased with 
an increase of equipment and materials. Although it might 
appear ideal to decrease undesirable behavior, decreasing 
soc ial play eliminates the opportunity to help children 
learn appropriate techniques for resolving problems. The 
type and amount of equipment in the outdoor environment 
must be balanced to encourage various levels of play. The 
manipulative materials must also be balanced. 
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Designer Suggestions 
Some designers are beginning to recognize the 
importance of play and are attempting to base outdoor 
construction on what is found in the educational 
literatut e . Pollowy (1977) stresse d the importance of 
children ' s play by stating ~The designs of our environments 
have not yet accepted children's activities and their play 
as the most necessary function of ea rly life - (p. 320). 
The work of Moore and Cohen (1978) , Hill (1978), and Rohane 
(1981) demonstrated the interaction between the fields of 
education and architecture. Moore and Cohen (1978) 
established -design principles· for the contruction of 
outdoor play environments. One of the design principles is 
that there should be obvious choices or options to children 
completing each activity through the use of multiple 
branches and alternatives at crossroads . Another principle 
is that the r e should be a ran~~ of both defined a nd 
ambiguous play materials . Moore and Cohen also suggested a 
wide range of materials and space to encourage both alone 
and together activities. Further suggestions included 
spaces for emotional release, privacy, and accomplishment. 
Inclusion of loose parts or numerous natural or 
manufactured items to be manipulated was also a design 
suggestion by Moore and Cohen . Other design principles 
suggested included having places for animals and plants, 
alternatives and numerous spatial experiences. 
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Design suggestions presented by Hill (1978) included a 
recommended amount of space, one to three thousand square 
feet. Hill also suggested that protection from the wind 
and sun be arranged. Like Moore and Cohen (1 978), Hill 
advocated the use of loose parts, especially raw and 
natural materials. Private space was another of Hillis 
suggestions. The organization of the play space and the 
positioning of the materials and activities was crucial 
(Hill, 1978). Physical, social, creative, and quiet play 
must all be considered and planned for according to the 
characteristics of each. Finding the location that 
protects each from the other without disturbing the free 
flow of play is difficult but tremendously important 
according to Hill. 
Rohane (1981) proposed taxonomy of playground activity 
settings that are divided into four interrelated areas. He 
suggested that child/ people i nteractions should be offered. 
Examples of these activities would be role playing, 
draloatic play, whe eled vehicles, obstacle courses, and 
construction play. The second opportunity recommended by 
Rohane is child/ biotic settings, to include interaction 
with living things. The third area recommended should be 
conducive to child/ ambient interaction. In this setting 
the child would have he opportunity to relate to the 
environment (weather, gravity and other physical forces). 
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Rohane's fourth setting included child/ spatial, which is 
the child in relation to the physical environment. 
Examples would include climbers, hills, tunnels, boundary 
lines, and pathways. 
Still another suggestion regarding the design of play 
environments came from Paul Davidoff (1980). Davidoff 
suggested that urban planners include children in the 
planning and decision making about their environments. He 
continued to say that involvement will create greater user 
responsibility and satisfaction as well as teach children 
by experience the democratic process. He stated that in 
the United States children have very little opportunity to 
lear n democracy first hand. They learn about American 
heroes and historical events but have little involvement in 
making decisions regarding play and other events that 
affect their lives. The community and neighborhood 
involvement in urban planning provides a vehicle for 
children to develop skills and enjoy an end product they 
were instrumental in designing. 
Learning Implications Based 
on Child Growth and Development Principles 
Encouraging children to participate in the process 
rather than just focusing on the product is an integral 
part of Jean Piaget's cognitive developmental theory. 
Piaget, a Swiss psychologist, offered a theory of 
development based on a relationship between physical 
maturation and the environment. Piaget's cognitive 
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development theory WAS divided into a stage independent and 
stage dependent theory (Charles, 1974). 
Piaget'a Stage Independent Theory. 
The s tage independent theory addressed the process by 
which an individual comes to understand the world, and the 
general factors which affect intellectual growth. 
Experience, maturation, Bocial transmission, and 
equilibration were all influencing factors. Experience 
involved handling, moving and thinking about concrete 
objects as well as thinking through processes involving 
them. Maturation is the physical maturing, especially of 
the central nervous system. Social transmission or 
inta raction includes talking, playing and working with 
others, especially other children . Equilibration is the 
process of bringing experience, maturation and 
socialization together. However, none of these factors 
alone explain the process of l ogica l thought (Charles, 
1974). 
Learning involves the interaction of the person and 
the environmental elements , thus learning is an active 
process. The learner must both assimilate and accommodate 
new experiences and information. The learning process is 
gradual and is based on previous experience (Charles, 
1974). 
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piaget presented a wide range of concepts regarding 
active learning that are not limited to one stage. One 
concept which overlaps stages is egocentrism, difficulty 
realizing the views and attitudes of other people. 80th 
spatial and social egocentrism have to be considered when 
planning a playground. Spatial egocentrism is a limited 
ability to understand how diffe rent vantage points in space 
render various things visible or invisible. Social 
egocentrism is divided into affective and cognitive . 
Affective social egocentrism is a limit on the child's 
ability to judge how others react emotionally to different 
situa tions. Cognitive social egocentrism is the limit on 
the child's awareness of others' processes. Other examples 
of stage free concepts include dynamism, animism, 
naturalism, primary adualism, and realism. Dynamism means 
no explanations are called for. Animism is the idea that 
objects act under their own power. Naturalism is invoking 
the principles of science. Primary adualism is the 
experienced primitive mixing of self and surroundings. 
Realism is the inability of children to distinguish 
different sorts of realities (Stone, Church' Church, 
1984). 
piaget's stage dependent theory. 
piaget's stage-dependent theory addresses the 
progression of intellectual behavior from birth through 
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adolescence. Piaget divided this time span into three 
major periods with stages and substages. The three major 
periods are the sensory motor period, the concrete 
operational period and the formal operational period. The 
concrete operational period includes two stages: 
preoperational <2-7 years) and concrete operational (7-11 
years). The preoperational period of the concrete 
operational stage generally includes the preschool age 
child. Each stage includes an approximate age range, 
however, children progress through the stages at individual 
rates. According to Piaget, the sequence is the same for 
all children although the rates may vary. The mental 
development of children occurs as a result of the change in 
their intellectual structure, which is different from an 
adult's structure. These mental structures provide a 
different world view for child r~ n than adults (Charles, 
1974'. 
Teaching implications. 
Children cannot be taught knowledge (Charles, 1914). 
Knowledge must be discovered through actions and concrete 
experiences. Through activity children find out about 
their world and remake their mental structures that permit 
dealing with even more complex information. Adults cannot 
teach children how to change their mental structures, 
however, they can facilitate the development by providing 
opportunities and appropriate environments. 
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Considering piaget's cognitive development theory, 
implications for educators are as follows: 
Teachers should provide a wealth of concrete 
experiences for the children. 
Teachers should provide a climate which 
encourages free and spontaneous actions. 
Teachers should watch and listen and serve as a 
facilitator of learning by asking questions, posing 
problems, and nurturing curiosity. 
Teachers should offer an approach to learning 
that encourages individualization. 
Teachers should encourage socialization by 
providing opportunity for the children to talk, 
discuss, and even argue to some degree. 
Teachers should stress total development 
(cognitive, social, emotional, and physical). 
According to Songquist and Kamii (1967), two Piagetian 
areas that should be incorporated into the preschool 
curriculum for the disadvantaged child are symbolization 
and mastery o f elementary types ~f relationships. 
Symbolization includes three levels: index, symbol, and 
sign. Index level is the point at which a child learns to 
construct an image in his or her mind. Helping children 
become thoroughly familiar with objects aids in the mastery 
o f the index level. The symbol level includes five types 
of non verbal representation, all of which aid in the 
construction of mental images. The five types are the use 
o f the body to represent objects (imitation), the use of 
objects to represent other objects (make-believe), the use 
of utterances which characterize objects (onomatopoeia), 
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the recognition of objects in pictures (pictures), and the 
making of representations in two and three dimensions 
(models and drawings). The sign level involves words as 
symbols. 
Elementary types of relationships are divided into two 
types. The first type, logico-mathematical, includes 
grouping and ordering. The second type, spatia-temporal, 
includes spatial reasoning and temporal reasoning_ 
Songquist and Kamii suggested that an integration of 
symbolization and elementary types of relationships be 
included in the preschool curriculum . They continued to 
say that there were three ways to incorporate the cognitive 
content. First, the environment must be manipulated to 
induce the child to -discover- the desired learning. 
Second, the environment must be manipulated in Buch a way 
to make the ·discovery· ine vitable. The third approach 
included direct teaching. However, they stated that fre e 
exploration and manipulation appeared to be best before 
direct teachings was attempted with preschoolers. 
Play and exploration. 
piaget (l962) described play and games in three stages 
that roughly approximate the stages of cognitive 
development. Stage one is practice or functional games 
beginning in the sensorimotor period. Stage two is 
symbolic play which first occurs in preoperational years 
(2-7). Games with rules begin during the third stage of 
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concrete operational 9ubperiod and continue through the 
formal operational period. Although functional play 
emerges during the sensorimotor period it does not end when 
new types of play appear . It becomes more complex and is 
integrated into other types of play . 
Symbolic play involves representations of absent 
objects. Children use language and actions to resolve 
conflict through symbolic play. The most highly developed 
form of symbolic play is called sociodramatic play, or role 
play carried out with another child. Games with rules 
require that children accept rules and adjust to them . 
Chi l dren must learn to control their behavior to 
participate in games with rules. Playing games with rules 
represents a high level of play development. Construction 
play, according to Piaget (1962), is not a separate stage 
but rather tra nscends all three qt ages of play. 
Construction is somewhere between play and work according 
to Piaget. 
Frost and Klein (1979) stated that Piaget offered the 
most comprehensive and best body of theory available to the 
practitioner concerned with designing and using play 
environments that use all types of play . The following 
Piagetian principles are given (p. 16): 
Play is a critically important avenue for 
social, cultural, affective, physical and mental 
development 
- Healthy children in all cultures play. 
- There are universal types of play engaged 
in by children everywhere. 
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- The content of children's play differs 
markedly across cultures. 
- Play generally develops in a cumulative 
hierarchy fashion, with each successive stage 
integrating the preceding stage(s). 
- There are marked individual differences 
among children in rate and timing of play 
development. 
- Children need props (materials and 
equipment) for their play. 
- Elders and television are important 
models for the content of chilaren's play. 
The strong support of play suggests that many 
educators agree that the discovery method is a preferred 
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learning approach for young children. Almy (1971) compared 
play to Piaget's cognitive theory by stating: 
Now for Piaget , imitation is seen as accommodation, 
play is seen as assimilation, and it is play, then, 
in which the child repeats and repeats and repeats 
until he has made the new or modified response 
completely his own. (p. 56) 
Serlyne's (1960) theory of exploration and play took a 
similar viewpoint to ~lmy. Berlyne's theory is based on 
the assumption that explorati~n and play are directed 
toward the processing of information. Berlyne suggested 
that one becomes knowledgeable about the environment 
through exploration and play. 
Many educators have found that learning through play 
or discovery encouraged an integrated learning experience. 
Miller (1972) stated that play is a natural urge of 
children from infancy to adulthood, through which they gain 
significantly in the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor 
domains. Miller continued to state that play is 
simultaneously a cognitive, affective, and psychomotor 
experience . According to Miller: 
Play is essential to the development of (1) basic 
motor skills including perceptual-motor 
development, and physical fitness and growth: (2) 
mental skills; (3) social skills; and (4) emotional 
maturity. (p. 5) 
Smilansky's (1971) findings agreed with Miller's 
concept of integrated learning. According to Smilansky, 
sociodramatic play develops three main aspects in a child: 
creativity, intellectual growth, and social skills. 
Smilansky continued to say that these three aspects are 
essential parts of play but also of school and life: 
Play is the chief vehicle for the development of 
imagination and intelligence, language, sex role 
behvior and percept'lal-motor development in infants 
and young children . Development occurs naturally 
when healthy children are allowed freedom to 
explore eich environments. (Frost & Klein , 1978, 
p. 50) 
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The definition of play ~eems to vary tremendously even 
though many agree to its value. Perhaps the definition i s 
difficult because of the various types and degrees of play. 
Stone et al. (1984) discussed the following two dimensions 
of play. One dimension concerned the social aspect or with 
whom the child plays. The stages often identified in 
social play are solitary , parallel, associative, 
cooperative and competitive play . Another dimension 
involving play related to the content of play. The infant 
involves him or herself in social-affective play, taking 
pleasure in relationships. Sense-pleasure play occurs 
later and is followed by skill play. ~ollowin9 the skill 
play is dramatic play which is often called symbOlic or 
pretend play_ Ritual games follow dramatic play. 
~nderson (1972) referred to playas taking one of two 
forms: ritual or experimental. Play on the traditional 
playgrounds is classified as ritual because the ending is 
already known. Play on the adventure playground is in the 
experimental category. 
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Setting up an environment to allow for each type and 
stage of play is important. Although the stages are 
sequential, each variety of play extends into adulthood. 
Once children develop skills for a higher level of play 
they do not abandon the prior level. Each type of play has 
been identified as significant. For example, Suomi and 
Harlow (1971) found that social play was very important for 
adult social functions. Sylva , Bruner, and Genova (1976) 
suggested that children 3-5 years old encourage solitary 
play, with intrinsic motivation. 
~ccording to Anderson (1972) the best preparation for 
the future that we can offer a child is to keep his or her 
mind open to experiment. autt (1966) found that novel 
objects created interest and exploration. However, the 
explocation decreased when exposure to the ob1ect was 
repeated. This finding illustrates the need for numerous 
loose parts and open-ended materials which can be rotated 
for playground experiences. Earl's (1957) findings Showed 
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that human exploration is highly systematic and that 
children tend to select slightly more complex activities as 
they progress. A study by May (1963) revealed similar 
findings. 
In White's (1959) theory of competence, it was 
stressed that curiosity and exploratory behavior are not 
related to primary drives such as hunger. White suggested 
that the tendency to explore is based on the motive to 
understand the environment. As the individual recognizes 
that they can affect the environment, they experience 
feelings of efficacy, which are rewarding. The motive to 
cont i nue exploration may subside when the situation no 
longer offers new possibilities, or when the individual is 
anxious. Therefore, White suggested that repetition and 
fear are enemies of exploration. Thomas, Chess, and Birch 
(1979) found that children with r e l atively stable 
temperaments are more receptive to new experiences and more 
likely to explore. Children less receptive come to respond 
to new experiences to explore once they feel secure in 
their environment. 
Erikson, who proposed a series of eight psychosocial 
stages, classified the positive resolution of a 3-6 year 
old child as ability to learn, to initiate activities and 
enjoy mastery and achievement. On the other hand, Erikson 
related the negative outcomes to inability to control newly 
felt power and realization of possible failure which leads 
to guilt and fear of punishment (Stone, et al . 1984). 
Psychologist Abraham Maslow compiled a basic needs 
hierarchy which included five general categories. The 
first category included basic physiological needs which 
must be met before one can seek to fill higher needs. The 
second category involved safety and security needs. Like 
the physiological needs, safety needs must be met prior to 
movement to the other levels. Category three is the need 
for love, belonging, and affection. Self-esteem is the 
fourth categor~ and self-actualization is the fifth and 
final category (Stone, et a1., 1984). 
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The findings and thear iea concerning the fear of 
exploration points out the need for the teacher to plan the 
environment to ensure a feeling of security and safety for 
each child. If the safety need is not met, then moving on 
to higher levels of learning through play and exploration 
is unlikely. 
Safety 
providing an environment which encourages children to 
feel safe and secure is important, however, this is only 
one aspect of safety. Since nearly every child in America 
is exposed at some time to public playgrounds, the concern 
for safety is widespread . Many children are exposed to 
playgrounds daily and many are injured. Due to the high 
rate of injuries the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
(CPSC) has been studying public playground equipment for a 
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number of yea rs in a n attempt to ceduce injuries. 
Reports of accidents. 
1\ccording to ?rost and Klein (19 79) prior to 1971 data 
on playground injuries a nd deaths we r e available large ly 
from independent s mall s ampl e surve ys and case studies. to 
1971 the National Elect~onic Injury Surveillance ~ystem 
(NEISS) was initiated . NEISS is a national system for data 
collection concern ing product sarely problems. The nature 
and scope of a problem is determined by NEI·SS through 
reports from statist i cally selected hospital emerge ncy 
rOOins . 'P rom the r eports there are national e stimates made 
regard ing serious injuries and deaths. Complete records on 
all deaths a nd serious acc idents are not available. Many 
minor accidents go unreported to hospitals, therefore, they 
are not included in the ~EI~~ data. NBISS estimated that in 
1977, 167,000 injuries relate d to public playgrounds were 
treated in u.s. hospital emer9d ncy rooms (U. s . CPSC, 1979). 
NEISS continues to record accidents , however, the data have 
not resulted in published analysis report~ 8ince 1979. 
During 1984 there were approximately 780 Kentucky injuries 
r egarding playgrounds ( Kentuc ky C~~C, personal 
COltlillUnica tion, »t.pril , 1985) . 
Numbers and percentageg impecson~lize the e ffects of 
the injuries. In computer prin touts frOl'u NEISS (1985), 
actual case s ituations are no ted as the hospita l repo rts 
them to ~ISS. From the file regarding swing accidents 
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which were investigated between 1983 and April 17, 1985 two 
examples of situations are 
Accident number 45 B5011BWE54115 
A 10 year old male died o f internal injuries as 
the result of being struck by the horizontal 
part of a swing. 
Accident number 46 841102CCC3023 
A three ()) year old boy died 3 days after his 
neck became entrapped in a loop of nylon rope 
attached to a swing set . 
From the Reported Accidents file 1983 to April 17, 
1985 some examples are 
Incident number A2A0085A2 
Two pre-school girls accidently hanged 
themselves while playing with a rope on a 
playground swingset. 
Incident X310583Al 
Decedent's hooded jacket caught on a protecting 
bolt on side and child was suspended with 
zippered jacket pulled tig~ t around his neck. 
Incident number G360002Al 
Victim was at a playground when got hit in head 
by a swing causing death. 
Indicent number H440l04Al 
Consumer was on a ladder helping her daughter 
accross monkey bar. When she attempted to get 
down, her wedding band got hitched onto the 
exposed bolt thread. As she jumped, the force 
pulled finger off. 
Although some of the reported accidents are not fatal 
or serious, it must be remembered that the numbers 
represent people. Many of the accidents may have been 
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prevented; therefore, a close examination of the NEISS 
reports and the CPSC r ecommendations i s o f great 
impo r tance. Altho ugh the CPSC recognized that all 
playgrounds are not traditional, the data kept primarily 
reflected accidents on traditional equipment. The data do 
not differentiate between types of slides, swings, 
climbe r s, seesaws or merry-go-rounds. Any equipment which 
does not fit into these categories is put into an ·other-
cate gory. ~ccording to CPSC (1979) 78 percent of children 
injured on playgrounds were under 10 years of age. The 
high number of young children involved in accidents could 
be attributed to various facto rs . Examples may include the 
inability to judge the safety of the equipment, the level 
of motor development, or the inability to judge space and 
speed accurately. Young children may also be more frequent 
use r s of playground equipment. 
The exac t estimate of injuries or the most at risk age 
range may have changed slightly through the years; however, 
there are some general conclusions that appear to remain 
constant. Throughout the years falls have been the most 
common factor contributing to injury. The head, face, and 
neck have been the body parts most frequently injured, and 
lacerations and contusions / abrasions are the most frequent 
type of injury among younger children. 
The 1978 NEISS data reflec ted that of all injuries 
studied, three-fourths r e sulted from falls to the ground or 
onto other equipment. In 1972-73, three-fifths of the 
injuries occurred on the surface beneath the equipment, 43 
percent on bare ground or gravel, 12 percent on concrete or 
asphalt, and 2 . 5 percent e ach occurred on sand and safety 
surfaces. 
Surface. 
Since many injuries result from falls onto the ground, 
the surface under the children'S equipment is of 
significant importance. According to Vernon, 1976; 
Wilkinson and Lockhart, 1976; National Recreation and Park 
Association, 1975; McConnel, Parks and Knapp, 1973; and the 
Bureau of Product Safety, 1972, the most serious ha zard is 
the surface under the children's play equipment. While 
protective surfaces may not reduce the number of injuries 
from falls, they may reduce the severity of those injuries. 
The Consumer of Product Safe t~ Commission sponsored 
research by the National Bureau of Standards to develop a 
method for assessing the energy absorbing characteristics 
of playground surfaces and to test surfaces commonly used 
under equipment. 
The test results indicated that hard surface materials 
such as asphalt and concrete do not provide injury 
protection and are, therefore, unsuitable for use under 
public playground equipment . More resilient surface 
materials such as bark, woodchips, or shredded tires, for 
example, seem to provide greater protection in the event of 
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a fall. These materials require continuous maintenance to 
retain the ir optimum cushioning effectiveness. 
The local environmental conditions will affect, to 
some degree, which resilient surface is best. Por example, 
loose organic materials such as pine bark nuggets, pine 
bark mulch, and shredded hardwood bark tend to lose their 
cushion in rainy and humid weather. Inorganic loose 
materials, such as sand and pea gravel, may also lose their 
cushion in damp weather. Compact materials such as outdoor 
mats , and synthetic turf need to be used only on level, 
uniform surfaces . Another consideration regarding the 
pu r chase of mats is that they are very costly. Soil seems 
to provide more protection than hard surfaces but less than 
loose surfaces. Grass may add some cushion but is very 
difficult to maintain (u.s. CPSC, 1981). 
The proposed Safety Standa r ds for public Playground 
Equipment do not require specific ground cover but include 
t est results categorizing material as extremely hazardous, 
conditionally acceptable, or acceptable. Concrete, 
asphalt, and packed earth are categorized as ex t remely 
hazardous. Into the conditionally acceptable category 
falls two inch gym mats, double thick gym mats, rubber mats 
that are one and one-eighth inches thick, double thick 
rubber mats, pea gravel, and wood chips. Sand, 8-10 inches 
thick, was the only acceptable surface. 
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Frost and Klein (1979) recommend gr ass for the ground 
cover where organized game s are to be played but sand 8-12 
inche s dee p in the fall areas . They recommend sand because 
it is highly resilient and ine xpensive. They r e commend that 
a third area remain soil for gardening, wate r play and 
digging in the soil. 
Equipment. 
Recomme ndations concerning spec ific equipment safety 
can also be followed to prevent falls. Frost and Klein 
(1979) recommende d high quality wood climbing equipment 
because it is softer and not as hot in warm weather. They 
encouraged matching the child size to the equipment. 
Exposed, protruding bOlts should also be watched for, 
according to Frost and Klein. One other suggest 10n offered 
is to build alternating wood platforms from bottom to top 
so that a child ca nno t fall over t hree feet from anyone 
point. 
U.S. CPSC (1981) advice regarding climbing equipment 
included making the climbing bars spaced appropriately for 
the child . The rungs designed for gripping should be 
cylindrical and approximately one and five-eighth inches in 
diameter for an average five year old. There should be 
seve ral exits to help children complete the activity in a 
way that they feel safe . It is also recommended that 
bright, contrasting colors be used on steps or rungs to 
help children perceive distances. 
Frost and Klein (1979) noted the following problems 
concerning slides: height, width, and no safety platform 
for young children to move from the ladder to the slide. 
Frost and Klein also noted no alternate way down for the 
child who becomes fearful. 
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u.s. CpgC (1981) provided the following guidance 
concerning slides: the average incline should not exceed 
30 degrees; the sides should be two and one-half inches for 
the entire length of the slide; a horizontal platform at 
leas t 10 inches in length and the width of the slide should 
help with the transition from climbing to sliding; the exit 
surfaces should be at least 16 inches long and parallel to 
the ground with the height between 9 and 15 inches above 
the ground and out of the congestion of other play; steps 
should be evenly spaced with 7 and 11 inches between each; 
steps should be at least 15 inches wide and corrugated or 
grooved to be permanently slip resistent; stairs should 
have continuous handrails; ladders with rungs should slope 
between 75 and 90 degrees; ladders with steps should slope 
between 50 and 75 degrees, and stairways should slope 35 
degress; and metal slides should be installed to face north 
to avoid burns. 
Most sources agree that the swing seat is of primary 
importance in swing safety. The seat can weigh 2 to 56 
pounds and may be made of wood, rubber, canvas, 
polyethylene, aluminum, plastic, or other materials (Frost 
, Klein, 1979). A light weight model is preferred. 
Another hazard is the lack of clearance between each swing 
and between swing sets and other equipment. At least 18 
inches between each individual swing is recommended by U.S. 
CPSC (1981). The hardware for swings, like many other 
pieces of equipment, is most important. Open-ended hooks 
such a ·5· hooks can catch skin or clothing and should be 
avoided . Exposed screws and bolts should also be avoided. 
Protective caps to cover the screws and bolts should be 
added. Sharp edges and/ or points where parts fit together 
are other hazards. Tape should be applied to these areas. 
Impr oper anchoring is also a danger with swings. 
Seesaws, merry-go-rounds and other related traditional 
equipment have been found to be extremely limited in play 
value as well as in physical development. For this reason, 
safety precautions regarding th iq t ype of equipment will 
not be addressed. 
Guidelines and regulations. 
In 1969, The Committee on Accident Prevention of the 
American Academy of Pediatrics attempted to develop 
playground equipment design standards for voluntary 
adoption by industry. The brief standards which dealt with 
children's outdoor home playground equipment were abandoned 
i n 1971 with the first draft. The Playground Equipment 
Manufacturers' Association, a section of the National 
School Supply and Equipment Association, developed a set of 
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proposed standards with the National Recreation and Park 
Association. These standards, which proposed technical 
requirements for heavy duty playground equipment 
regulations, were criticized by one of the members of the 
task force. In 1914, the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission received a consumer pet ition to develop 
mandatory safety standards for public playground equipment. 
The National Rec reation and Park Association was selected 
to develop a draft standard. In 1976, when the proposed 
Safety Standard for public Playground Equipment was 
complete, CPSC contracted with the National Bureau of 
Standards (NBS) for additional technical work needed to 
revise the recommended standards. The NBS was also asked 
to develop a method for testing various surfaces commonly 
used under playground equipment. 
Although the U.S. CPSC i nt ended to have a mandatory 
set of safety standards for equipment, the commission 
decided not to issue such a standard. Throughout the 
years, the evaluation of playground safety led the 
Commission to conclude that a mandatory rule alone would 
not adequately address the problem of playground injuries. 
Various factors such as the diverse ways equipment are 
used, the varying quality of supervision, equipment 
placement and maintenance all are involved in playground 
injuries (U.S. CPSC, 1981). 
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The Kentucky Day Care Regulations (1983) state that a 
protected outdoor a rea is required. The outdoor area must 
have sun and shade and be out of the traffic pattern of 
older children . The regulations also state (p. 11): 
There shall be a fenced outdoor play area free 
from litter, glass rubbish, and inflammable 
materials and adequate in size to accommodate 
the number of children using the area at a 
particular time unless the Cabinet determines 
that fencing is not necessary for the protection 
of the chi ldren. The outdoor area shall be safe 
and drained. 
The regulations continue to say that 
There shall be safe play equipment in good 
repair, both indoors and outdoors to meet the 
physical and other developmental needs and 
in terests of children of different age groups. 
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The Read Start Performance Standards (1975) state that 
one objective of the education component is to (p. 4) 
Provide children with a learning environment and 
the varied experiences which will help them develop 
socially, intellectually, physically, and 
emotionally in a manner approp c late to their age 
and stage of development toward the overall goal of 
social competence. 
The Head Start Performance Standards, like the Day Care 
regulations, require that (p. 11 ) 
Where outdoor space bOrders on unsafe areas 
(traffic, streets, ponds, swimming areas) adults 
should always be positioned to supervise the 
children. If possible such areas should be 
enclosed. 
~ minimum of 7S squar e feet per child is required for the 
outside area. Both Head Start and Day Care regulations 
stress the maintenance of the outdoor area by stating that 
it should be kept c lean and inspected regularly for 
hazards. 
Educating the parents, 
children and teachers. 
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The preparation of the grounds and equipment is one 
move toward a safer playground. Another step toward safety 
is the preparation of the people involved. The parents, 
children, and teachers should all participate in an 
educational program regarding playground safety. 
The He ad Start Performance Standards (1984) require 
that the re be a comprehensive training program for parents. 
Including playground safety in this program should help 
them better understand the program's goals and actions, as 
well as provide for more safety measures when supervising 
their own child at home or on c ommunity playgrounds. 
Training can occur through prin La d materials, workshops 
and/ or by utilizing other educational aproaches . 
The children who use a playground need to be taught 
safety rules. There are various curriculum resources such 
as "Play HaDPY, Play Safely Little Big Kids" and "Play 
Happy , Play Safely Playground Curriculum Approach,· both 
from U.S. CPSC. Finding the degree of safety training that 
helps prevent accidents but does not stifle play and 
exploration requires skilled teachers. 
Teachers need r egular first aid and safety training 
because of the rate of changes in the medical field. 
Playground training for teachers involves safety but it 
should also include many other elements as well. 
Conclusions. 
Accidents reported on traditional play equipment are 
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numerous and often s e rious. Preventative measures include, 
but are not limited to, improving the surface beneath 
equipment, improving the equipment itself, considering the 
best placement of each piece of equipment, using caution 
when installing equipment, regularly checking for safety, 
and adequately maintaining the playground. Educating the 
children, parents, and teachers regarding playground safety 
is another measure that should be taken. 
Extension of Indoors 
Even the playgrou no designed to be developmentally 
appropriate and safe is of limited use unless the teachers 
are commited to the concept of outdoor learning. Dickerson 
(1977) said that (p. 14): 
Children need teachers who are attuned to the 
value of outdoor play. They need teachers who 
are willing to make the effort that it takes to 
provide for good play. Most of all, they need 
teachers who have the skills to supervise, 
enhance and extend the play so that the greatest 
possible learning accrues from it. 
According to Frost and Klein (1979) the adult 
supervising a playground must possess qualities that are 
more biological or intuitive instead of solely a result of 
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training. Characteristics such as warmth, love, and 
friendline s s combined with a wide expe ri e ntial base in 
areas such as gardening, nature, and carpentry are ideal 
for a free play outdoor supe r visor. In addition, Frost and 
Klein say that the supervisor should get involved through 
talking, listening and questioning, yet not be obtrusive. 
A good supervisor should also share and plan with the 
children to make the environment and experienced their own. 
Frost and Klein also said that an effective supervisor is 
not one who stresses competition , sits under a tree and 
ignores them or restricts the children to keep them from 
ge l ting dirty . 
Brown and Burger (1984) addressed the recess syndrome 
that seems to be present in many outdoor playgrounds in 
educational settings. the time spent on the playgrounds 
seems to be viewed as a break period . It was observed that 
many teachers used it as a break away from children and 
interacted with them only when there were major disruptions 
suc h as children crying. It did not appear that teachers 
pe rceived the outdoor time as educational or an extension 
of indoors. The potential of outdoor educational 
environments could be developed much the same way that 
indoor environments are developed. It seems possible that 
introduc tion of materials and teacher involvement could 
enha nce playground behaviors. 
Frost and Henniger (1 979) expressed a similar concern 
when they stated (p.28); "The time spent ou t doors cannot 
be considere d a break time for teac hers, but rather a new 
and exciting s e tting for sti mulating children's learning 
and development." Frost and Henniger continued to state 
that the kinds of direction and guidance traditionally 
given indoors is also appropriate outside. Informal 
comments and modeling are two excellent ways to supervise 
outside play. 
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Another issue addressed by Frost and Henniger was that 
the finest play environment is of no consequenc e unless 
cliildren are allowed time to utilize it. Children playing 
on European adventure playgrounds have more extensive 
experiences with climbing, jumping, swinging, balancing, 
judging, perceiving, and risk taking than the American 
children. The American childre n typically have 20 to 30 
minutes of playground activity daily as compared to 
European children who have up to four hours. Time is not 
the only variant between the two settings as the type of 
equipment and activites also varies. 
Henniger (1977) used a time sampling method and 
studied preschoolers outdoors and indoors. His conclusion 
was that both environments are valuable in stimulating 
various types of play. One environment should not be 
favored over another because the settings compliment one 
another by stimulating different important play types. 
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Perhaps realizing that there is significant value to 
outdoor time will help teachers overcome their recess 
syndrome. Overcoming this attitude may result in extended , 
more beneficial outdoor time periods. 
Hymes (1981) recommended that teachers of young 
children follow the curriculum approach offered by colleges 
rather than elementary schools. ·Colleges try to provide 
experiences in each of the four broad areas of knowledge: 
the humanities, mathematics and the sciences, the social 
scie nces, health and physical education- (p. 98) . Hymes 
continued to state that educators of young children should 
attempt to provide a balance between these areas but that 
many factors such as the school location and teacher ' s 
background are influencing factors, therefore, a perfect 
balance may not be possible or even desirable . The college 
has the advantage of having ma ny specialist, but the 
teacher of young children is responsible for every subject . 
According to Hymes, every subject should be taught to young 
children, but the approach should be one that keeps the 
laoels in the teacher's head and encourages children to 
cross subject lines while involved in active learning . 
Focusing on an across subject line approach may help 
preschool teachers to overcome the idea that physical 
education teachers are the only ones to teach gross motor 
skills. It may also help them to identify areas other than 
gross motor skills that can be developed outdoors . 
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Summary 
The traditional ~rican playground has been found to 
be lacking in play value, developmentally inappropriate, 
and hazardous. The movement is a way from the traditional 
and toward more child oriente d e nvironments. ~lthough the 
development of gross motor skills remains important, the 
outdoor spaces can and should also contribute to children 's 
cognitive development, communication skills, socialization, 
independence, and self-esteem. The new environments 
include playgrounds entitled contemporary, adventure, and 
creative. Many playgrounds are not pure forms of any of 
these but rather show a mixture of influences. 
Play value can be influenced significantly by the 
type, placement and amount of equipment. Materials are 
also very important in stimulating various types of play. 
~ balance seems to be the key in pr oviding the optimal play 
experience . The type of equipment aids in the play value 
but also plays a crucial role in the safety issue. One 
primary concern is the surface underneath the equipment. 
Sand is the only acceptable surface . The types of hardware 
are also a main consideration for safety. Quality wood 
seems to be prefe rred over metal for most equipment. The 
weight of moveable items such a swings i s also a p rimary 
factor in safety. Educating the parents, children, and 
teachers is also important to improving safety. 
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A safe and developmentally appropriate playground is 
useless unless the value is understood and time is allotted 
for its use. Committed teachers see the outdoor 
environment as an important learning experience and look 
for ways to extend the indoor classroom activities to the 
playground. 
Numerous educators have compiled checklists to guide 
beginners in planning the comprehensive playground. These 
checklists include items regarding play value as well as 
safety (Esbensen, 1985; Frost' Klein, 1979; Lewis, 1985~ 
and Lovell & Harms, 1985). 
Overview 
Chapter 3 
PLAYGROUND CURRICULUM, 
DESIGN AND EVALUATION 
Included in this project are the playground curriculum 
and design based upon concerns for cognitive , social, and 
psychomotor development principles which is proposed for 
the Western Kentucky University Campus Child Care (WKUCCC) 
program. WKUCCC is licensed by the state of Kentucky to 
accommodate 48 child slots. Head Start is funded to serve 
40 children with the additional eight slots for day care. 
A var i ety of child care schedules are available to meet the 
needs of the children and parents. Children may be 
registered for mornings only, afternoons only, or full day. 
In some instances, children are also allowed to attend 
Monday, Wednesday and every other Friday or Tuesday, 
Thursday and alternating FriQ~ys. 
Ninety percent of the children participating in the 
Head Start program must be below the federal poverty income 
guidelines. At least 10 percent of the Bead Start 
population must have diagnosed handicapping conditions. 
Enrollment policies do not discriminate against children 
and their families due to race, sex, creed, national 
origin , or handicapping condition (Head Start Performance 
Standards, 1984). 
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The number of paid teaching staff at any particular 
point is dependent upon child enrollment. ~ minimum of one 
teacher for each 10 children is required and will be 
adhered to (Kentucky Day Care Regulations, 1993). Formal 
education i s no t a prerequisite for being employed by a 
Head Start or day care center . 
Due to the goals and philosophy of WKUCCC, the 
classroom staff is composed of a multid isciplinary team. 
Although staff members are hired for a specific area of 
expertise, they will also be expected to serve as 
gene ralists in the classroom. The majority of the 
classroom staff are graduate or undergraduate students 
working with lead teachers. In addition to the paid 
classroom staff, numerous parent, student and community 
volunteers assist in the classroom and on the playground . 
Objectives 
Individual. 
Each child enrolled in WKUCCC is administered a formal 
developmental assessment, a behavioral assessment, and a 
complete health examination. Observation notes are also 
recorded for each child. Parents have the opportunity to 
provide input regarding the educational needs for their 
child. Assessment data from agencies serving any child 
prior to WKUCCC enrollment is also requested . After a 
careful review of all data, individual objectives are 
written for each child . 
In addition to the individual written objectives the 
staff is instructed to focus on sequenced skill levels. To 
provide a comprehensive set of objectives, the WKUCCC will 
use the levels of Piaget'a symbolization and mastery of 
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elementary types of relationship principles. Symbolization 
is helping the child move from concrete to abstract. The 
three levels of symbolization are: index, symbol, and 
sign. Elementary types of relationships include 
logico-mathematical and spatia-temporal relations 
(Songquist and Kamii, 1967). 
Class. 
Since each child moves through the same stages only at 
different rates, it is possible to project the individual 
objectives (Charles, 1974). Although all children will not 
be working on an objective at the same time, the WKUCCC 
will utilize the objectives presented by Gallahue (1975) as 
a general guide for class objectives. Gallahue lists 
psychomotor, cognitive, and affective objectives as follows 
(pp. 2 , 3, 4): 
PSYCHOMOTOR OBJECTIVES 
Opportunities for the development of movement 
patterns, movement skills, and physical fitness 
through participation in a variety of gross and 
fine motor activities should be provided . 
Stimulate the development and refinement of 
locomotor movement abilities involving: 
crawling running 
jumping skipping 
hopping climbing 
sliding leaping 
Stimulate the developmen t and refinement of 
manipulative movement abilities involving: 
throwing catching 
kicking trapping 
striking volleying 
bouncing rolling 
Stimulate the development and refinement of 
stability abilities involving: 
static balancing 
dynamic balancing 
bending-stretching 
twisting-turning 
pushing-pulling 
swinging-swaying 
inverted supports 
Stimulate the development and refinement of 
fine motor abilities through movement 
experiences involving various forms of small 
object manipulation involving: 
grasping squeezing 
holding lifting 
placing touching 
turning twisting 
Stimulate development and maintenance of an 
enhanced level of fitness involving the 
elements of: 
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muscular strength 
muscular endurance 
circulatory-respiratory endurance 
flexibility 
power 
speed 
agility 
balance 
COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES 
A setting conducive to the stimUlation of 
cognitive abilitie s should be established and 
maintained. 
Encourage the development of spatial awareness 
through movement activities th~ t involve 
relationships between: 
self and objects 
self and others 
objects and objects 
others and others 
Encourage the development of directional 
awareness through activities stressing: 
left and right 
up and down 
in and out 
top and bottom 
front and back 
Encourage the development of a time struc-
ture within children involving the elements of 
synchrony 
rhythm 
sequence 
Enhance the development and refinement of 
perceptual abilities through a variety of 
perceptual-motor experiences utilizing! 
visual cues 
auditory cues 
tactual cues 
kinesthetic cues 
Stimulate the child's imagination through 
role playing in a variety of adventure 
situations such as: 
airplane pilot 
boat captain 
space ship commander 
sub~rine captain 
Encourage problem solving through the use of 
a variety of equipment that requires an 
element of decision making for proper per-
formance. 
Provide opportunities for the reinforcement 
of a variety of academic concepts and their 
integration with concepts dealt with during 
the rest of the school day in the area of: 
number concepts 
language arts concepts 
science concepts 
social studies concepts 
AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT 
Opportunities for the development of 
acceptable forms of social and emotional behavior 
should be provided. 
provide oppotun i ~ i~s for the release of excess 
energy and emotions in an acceptable manner: 
striking activities 
running area 
jumping activities 
climbing activities 
Provide opportunities for the expression of 
emotions through: 
dramatic play 
adventure play 
Provide activities that encourage the devel-
opment of acceptable forms of peer relations 
involving: 
taking turns 
sharing 
working together 
Encourage enhancement of self esteem through: 
pseudo-dangerous activities 
challenging activities 
self-reinforcing activities 
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According to Hurlock (1972), the development of motor 
skills and body control is necessary for total development 
o f each child. Hurlock states that there is a significant 
relationship between motor development and the social and 
intellectual progress of children. Cratty 's (1972) 
research indicates that skills such as running and jumping 
are helpful to children in learning number and science 
concepts. The psychomotor, cognitive , and affective 
domain s often overlap (Gallahue, 1975). 
The British primary school movement beginning during 
world War II utilized an interdisciplinary approach. In 
the United States , this movement is often labeled ·open 
education." The Briti sh primary schools seem to combine 
organizational patterns and philosophies of instruction. 
The British primary schools are cha racterized by a strong 
commitment in philosophy and practice to the combined 
influences of John Dewey and Je~ n Piaget. This is 
characterized by classrooms providing interactions with the 
environment. The British primary schools perceive subject 
matter as an avenue for facilitating interaction and 
providing experiences (Ragan and Shepherd, 1977). 
~dvisory committee. 
Gallahue's (1975) objectives will be used as a general 
class guideline. However, they will also be used to guide 
the adVisory committee in designing the initial playground 
equipment. In addition to Gallahue's objectives, Rohane's 
(1981) taxonomy of playground settings can be useful to the 
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advisory committee. Rohane's taxonomy, which is similar to 
the psychomotor, cognitive, and affective domain objectives 
provided by Gallahue, focuses on interaction with the 
environment. Rohane's settings include opportunities for 
child/ people interactions, child / biotic activities, 
child/ambient experiences and child/ spatial relations. 
The following goals were establiShed by the WKUCCC 
staff for use by the WKUCCC playground advisory committee 
in designing equipment: 
1. Consider all areas of the child's development, as 
we are a comprehensive child development center. 
2. Include a balance of equipment types in order to 
encourage all categories of play. 
3. Provide a variety of loose parts and materials for 
the children to manipulate. 
4. Include a balance between too much and too little 
equipment in order to encour a~ e play with materials and 
social interaction. It is our purpose to help children 
learn appropriate techniques for resolving problems, not 
avoid all conflicts. 
5. lncorporate storage units into all available 
pieces of equipment. 
6. provide a safe environment but also allow for 
challenge. 
7. Utilize all available donated manpower and 
matecials. 
Summary. 
Goals and objectives are part of an overall cycle. 
After assessments, goals or objectives are identified. The 
environment and activities are then designed and prepared 
to meet identified needs as they pertain to the goals and 
objectives of the program. 
Curriculum Methodology 
Introduction. 
The objectives and methodology are of particular 
importance to the WKUCCC playground curriculum and design. 
The focus of the curriculum is on the framework rather than 
specific activities. One disadvantage of utilizing such a 
cu r riculum is that it cannot be learned quickly and 
teachers must be in long term continuous training (Hohmann, 
Banet & Weikart, 1979). The primary advantage of using 
this approach is that the focus is on child development and 
process rather than child products or teacher 
presentations . Another advantage is that it allows the 
teaching staff members to utilize their creativity, 
interest, and skills to incorporate topics and activities 
of their choice without altering the established goals and 
objectives. 
The framework consists of teaching strategies used 
with the children as well as the strategies teachers 
utilize in preparing the environment for the children. 
Strategies regarding activities and the environment are 
based on developmental theory to construct an educational 
framework especial17 for children functioning in Piaget's 
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preoperational period. 
The curriculum strateg ies for working with children 
include the primary teaching approach, grouping, 
scheduling, subject matter, teaching units, team teaching, 
safety, and supervision. Each of these areas relate to one 
another and together provide an overall approach for 
working with children. 
Inquiry. 
The primary teaching approach proposed for use by the 
WKU Campus Child Care program is one of inquiry . Inquiry 
includes the processes of exploration, invention, and 
discovery. Exploration involves the potential learner in 
sorting, identifying, and labeling that which is familiar. 
Invention occurs as a result of exploration. The invention 
process includes describing, explaining, classifying, and 
hypothesizing. The discovery process is the testing of the 
inventions (Ragan' Shepherd, 1977 ). 
Piaget's cognitive development theory has been chosen 
to provide guidance for the teachers in facilitating 
inquiry. In planning for exploration, the environment will 
be equipped with objects familiar to the children. 
Demonstrations and discussions emphasizing what things are 
and how they work will occur. During the invention process 
the t e achers will emphasize the learners choosing and 
displaying inventions . The teachers will encourage the 
children to test their inventions in the discovery phase. 
The facilitator must stress appropriate developmental 
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behavior s . The inquiry method is most successful when the 
cycle is repeated several times. Cycling is similar to 
Piagetls disequilibrium (Ragan & Shephe rd , 1977). 
The r o l e of the teacher in the inquiry method is to 
provide an appropriate physical and emotional e nvironment. 
providing mater ials, encouragement, demonstrations, 
stimulating ideas, and questions is the teacher 's role as 
the faci litator of learning_ Open-ended questions, which 
have a number of possible answers , facilitate learning. 
Helping children to extend their experiences , solve 
problems, and see new poss ibili t i es through open-ended 
que s tions is an important part o f the teacher's role as 
facilitator. Open-e nded ques tions can solicit a wide range 
of thoughts and feelings. 
Open-ended questions can be asked to address each of 
the cognitive domain categories; but according to Whittmer 
and ~yrick (1974), over 90 pe:cent of the questions that 
teachers ask deal only with the recall of cognitive 
knowledge. In addition to knowledge, questions regarding 
comprehe nsion, application, analysis, s ynthesis, and 
evaluation will be asked in the WKUCCC program. 
Piaget's clinical approach to researching children'S 
cognitive development involved questioning (Stone, Church & 
Church, 1984). Children's reasoning and thoughts regarding 
concepts were more important than the " right" or "wrong" 
answe rs. Since the word "why" connotes disapproval 
children will often become defensive when questions begin 
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with the word "why." Open-ended questions CQuld begin in 
the following ways: How do you feel about ••. ? What made 
this happen? How do you think this happened? What can you 
tell me about .•. ? What are some different ways you 
could •.• ? When did you decide to ••• ? or How did you 
decide to ... ? 
Some of these questions may provide info rmation 
regarding the children's levels of thought. The tone used 
by the teachers , as well as the words, will create comfort 
or defensiveness, therefore, care will be given to support 
the comfort level of the children. Through skilled 
questioning techniques the inquiry learning approach of 
exploration, invention, and discovery will be enhanced. 
The teachers mayan occasion utilize approaches other 
than inquiry, however, those times should be limi ted. 
Special needs children who would benefit more from a 
structured and direct approach wi l l have less inquiry time 
scheduled. 
Grouping. 
Children will work individually, in small groups, and 
with the entire class. The grouping may be determined by 
the teacher or the children. A variety of criteria such a8 
skill, age, gender, and interest will b! used when the 
teacher groups the children. 
Grouping by skill will include placing children 
together who are working on the same or similar skills. If 
children are working on an identical skill they can 
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participate in a group activity where all children are 
doing the same task. This approach does not meet learning 
style preferences and, therefore, will not be used often. 
If children are working on similar skills , such as fine 
motor, they can work with the same mate rials but use them 
in diffe rent ways. For example, clay might be squeezed and 
pounded by one child who is still exploring properties . 
The clay may be rolled and cut into cookies by another 
child who is learning about the functional uses of 
mate rials. The clay may be made into cookies and served by 
a child learning about imagination. This multilevel 
approach to skill grouping will be utilized regularly. 
Behavioral grouping may include placing students 
together to combine appropriate and inappropriate 
behaviors. For example, an active child who does not 
appear to pay attention to teacher directions, will be 
grouped with a child who has a h igh level of attending 
skills and can serve as a model. This approach will be 
used to some degree. The grouping by behavior approach, 
which will be used to a greater degree, is to place all 
children having similar difficulties together and plan an 
activity appropriate for their level. 
Age grouping will occur to help children identify 
their age and to give them the opportunity to work in 
different groups. Since the WKUCCC program has a 
developmental focus , age will not determine the complexity 
level of group activities. It will not be assumed that all 
three year alds are functioning lower than four year aIds. 
Age grouping will include the opportunity for children to 
work w; th those of the same age sometimes and of different 
ages at other times. 
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Gender grouping will be implemente d in a similar 
manner as age grouping. It will not be assumed that boys 
can build better block structures and that girls can be 
better caretakers of the dolls. At times children will be 
arranged in a group with those of the same gender and other 
times children will be in mixed groups. 
Interest grouping will be planned based on teacher 
observations. Children who have shown an interest in a 
specific topic or material will sometimes be placed 
together so that they can share their interests. Children 
will also be asked to work with children who have different 
interests in order to encourage new interests. 
Planning the schedule ~o include various grouping 
techniques provides a wide range of experiences for 
children. The children will have the opportunity to select 
the groups in which they want to work a majority of the 
time. By varying the criteria for grouping, and the 
responsibility of it, children will be allowed to 
experience elementary types of relationships . 
Scheduling. 
It is the policy of WKUCCC that every child partie pate 
in the scheduled playground time unless written 
documentation from a medical doctor states that the child 
should not. Outdoor time is considered an important part 
of our day, and generally children who are too sick to 
participate are too sick to be away from home. Since the 
policy is to go outside daily unless weather is severe, 
appropriate dress is necessary. Teache r s will refer 
childre n in need of appropriate clothing to the family 
services coordinator. The family service coordinator will 
then obtain clothing for the child. 
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The amount of time children will have to participate 
will depend upon the schedule for which that child is 
registe red. It is recommended that a minimum of one hour 
is scheduled for each morning, and another hour is 
scheduled for each afte rnoon (Leeper, Dales, Skipper & 
Witherspoon, 1968) . The teaching staff has the option of 
extending the hour as the need to do so is determined. The 
exact hour will be determined by the teaching team at the 
beginning of eac h year and modif i e d as the need arises. 
The playground may be used by an individual child, a small 
group, or the total class . 
Subject Matter. 
The subject matter for the WKUCCC program will be 
interdisciplinary as recommended by Hymes (1981). Skills 
that overlap many subject areas will be given greater 
consideration than the isolated categories. One example of 
a curriculum which focuses more on the concepts than the 
subject labels is High / Scope's Cognitively Oriented 
Curriculum (Hohmann, Banet' Weikart, 1979). 
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The High/Scope Poundation has derived approximately 50 
-key experiences· to serve as guideposts for planning and 
evaluating developmentally valid programs for young 
children. The categories of key experiences include active 
learning, using language, representing experiences and 
ideas, developing logical reasoning, and time and space 
understanding. These key experiences form the basis fo r 
the High/ Scope Cognitively Oriented Curriculum. Key 
experiences are interrelated and should be integrated into 
any active learning experience. One example of a spatial 
relations key experience activity, which integrates 
learning, would be providing children with string, glue, 
and paper to make roads of their choice. Active learning 
experiences can be extended through Piaget's index and 
symbolic modes of representation. An example of extending 
the spatial relations activity described above could 
include providing a small toy animal at one end of the 
paper and a house for the animal at the other end. The 
concrete objects would provide an index level extension. 
Another method of extension includes providing the same or 
similar materials for children to use during their free 
choice, scheduled at a diffe rent time . The key experiences 
are not goals to be achieved and then forgotten, but rather 
an ongoing effort that is repeated in different forms 
(Rohmann, Banet' Weikart, 1979). 
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Unit approach. 
A unit approach will be utilized to some degree for 
introducing topics. The unit will not be correlated 
throughout the day because that would limit c hild choices 
and discourage spontaneity. Using the unit to introduce 
concepts should help unify the teaching teams' general 
focus and provide a foundation of knowledge that can be 
built on throughout the year. Many of the units, such as 
Safety, will extend throughout the year. 
Units related to the psychomotor, cognitive and 
affective domains will be considered . Units regarding 
child/people interactions, child / biotic activities, 
chi l d /ambient experiences, and child/ spatial relations will 
also be considered. possible units include: 
August 
Safety 
November 
Food 
;\nimals 
February 
Others 
May 
The Sky 
September 
Self 
Plants 
December 
Winter 
March 
Wind 
Spr i ng 
S\lIIIIDer 
October 
Autumn 
Machines and 
Tools 
January 
Snow 
Day and Night 
April 
Rain 
Insects 
Camping 
The above units are only suggestions. The specific topics 
and timeframes will be determined by the teaching team at 
the beginning of each school term. A variety of resource s 
can be used to determine the units and select specific 
activities . 
Team teaching _ 
The teaching team as a unit will be responsible for 
the outdoor time scheduled and the upkeep of the physical 
environment. Each teacher will be responsible for 
interacting with children and being a n active participant 
in the experiences, thus, a comprehe nsive understanding of 
Piagetian pr inciples is required . In addition to reactive 
involvement , teachers will, on a rotational basis , be 
responsible for having prepared activities to share with 
children who are interested. The preparation and upkeep 
of each outside learning area will be: shared on a 
rotational basis. General supervision of the playground 
will also be shared . ~ssignment sheets will be filled out 
at the beginning of each biterm by the classroom 
coordinator, who is the team l eader , with input from every 
team member. The assignment sheets will be copied and 
distributed to each teacher and posted i n the classroom. 
Teachers will discuss the goals, plans, problems, and 
accomplishments of the outdoor time at each weekly staff 
meeting . ~he monitoring of the progress of individual 
children will also occur during the staff meetings. The 
time alloted will be determined based upon need. 
Safety. 
The physical environment will be briefly checked 
daily for safety hazards. Any potential hazard which can 
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be eliminated immediately will be by the team member 
discovering the problem. It will then be documented on 
the form provided. Any problem which needs attention, but 
cannot immediately be solved, will be reported on the form 
provided and given to the classroom coordinator who will 
immediate ly take appropriate action . A thorough 
inspection of the playground area will be conducted 
monthly by the classroom coordinator or other designated 
team member. 
Supervision. 
Safety hazards can be kept to a minimum with regular 
inspections of the physical environment and appropriate 
supervision techniques. The number of children being 
supervised by one adult will be equalized, unless the 
danger of one activity exceeds another. Teachers and 
volunteers supervising the playground will keep eye 
contact with the children. The adults' backs should be 
against the fence whenevec possible. Observing areas 
other than the designated one will allow adults to see 
signals from other teachers. Adults will be positioned 
throughout the playground and near areas where safety is a 
greater conCern. Children will be reminded regularly 
about safety but allowed to take healthy risks and use 
materials creatively (Flemming, Hamilton & Hicks, 1917). 
Summary. 
The success of the inquiry method is dependent upon 
numerous factors. The child grouping, schedule, approach 
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to subject matte r and unit teac hing all have an influence. 
The teaching team is c rucial in implementing the 
curric ulum approach. In addition, safety and supervision 
are considere d basic to the playground curriculum. 
Design 
Introduction. 
The arrangement of space is important for e ncouraging 
children to explore, invent, and discover. The outdoor 
space arrangement for WKUCCC will include the following 
areas: sand and water, a tire swing, a bridge , a tunnel, 
a vehicle path, an A-frame climber, a climbing structure, 
a playhouse, a platform, storage units, an open space for 
children to gather, mounds, balance steps and beams, a 
living space , and loose parts (see Appendix ~ for detailed 
plans). ~ll equipment will be located within a four foot 
high, green vinyl covered , nine gauge chain linked fence. 
The space alloted is 50' x 100'. 
The environment will be arranged to encourage 
activities sequenced for the class as well as individual 
children , from concrete to abstract, simple to complex, 
and present to remote in time and space as suggested by 
Hohmann, Banet' Weikart (19 79). Safety considerat ions 
will also be a high priority in the arrangement of the 
equipment. 
The actual cost for materials will vary greatly 
depending upon the amount of donated materials and 
services received. It is es timated that the materials for 
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the proposed equipment will be under $1,000.00. Table 1 
reflects a playground cost analysis. 
Sand and water. 
Sand and water play will be available indoors as well 
as outside. Inquiry will be encouraged through the 
questions asked and loose parts provided, such as funnels, 
sifters, and pans. The actual objects provided will 
slowly become more open-ended to encourage the use of 
symbols. Labeling the objects and childre n's inventions 
will help move children toward the sign stage . The 
manipulation of the medium will provide experiences to 
assist chi ldren in grasping elementary types of 
relationships. They will be able to group and order loose 
parts in their play and when they return them to their 
labeled place at cleanup time . 
The sand box will be a five-sided wooden container 
wi th each side being six f eet in length. The container 
will be approximate ly 18 inches deep with 12 inches of 
sand. The six inch clearance should prevent sand loss. 
The sand will be replenished as needed and as funds or 
donations allow. The box will be placed in a shaded area 
to prevent the sand from becoming too hot . The shade will 
be provided by a deciduous tree rather than an evergreen 
tree since an evergreen tree would limit the winter sun. 
Water play will be provided in a variety of ways. 
There will be tubs of water varying in size added from 
time to time. During warm months , a child size portable 
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Table 1 
Playground Eguipment Cost Analysis 
Equipment 
Sand Area 
Tire Swing 
Tunnel 
Bridge 
Vehicle Path 
A Frame Climber 
Climbing Structure 
Platform and Stor-
age Unit 
Earth Mound 
Balance St eps and 
Beams 
TOTAL 
Proj ected Con-
structio n Ma-
terials Cost 
$75 .00 
$2. 00 
No cost 
$169.00 
No cost 
$60.00 
$383.00 
$163.00 
No cost 
$50.1') 0 each 
$9 02.00 
Cost of S i milar 
Preconstructed 
Uni t 
$300.00 
$435.00 
$2 00.00 
$2,500.00 
$298.00 
$400.00 
$3,000.00 
$350.00 
$60.00 
$100.00 each 
$7 , 643.00 
Note. Install a tion fees are not included in either cost 
estimate . Ground cover is also omitted from each estimate. 
Vo lun tee r building labor influences the construction cost . 
Items which were donated we re li s ted as no cost. 
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swimming pool will be included on the playground. Water 
jugs will also be used for watering the plants and 
animals. 
Sand and water allow for open-ended use. Therefore, 
each of Piaget's stages of play--functional, symbolic, and 
games with rules--cQuld be represented. See the following 
list for sample activities. These are only ideas and play 
should not be limited to them. Teachers as well as 
children will be able to generate others. 
SAND 
- Place a small box or pan of sand out for the 
children to write numerals or letters, and to draw shapes 
and pictures (symbolization: symbol level--making 
representations). 
- Provide books and magazines for the children to 
search through for pictures of sand in deserts 
(symbolization: symbol level--recognition of ob·jects in 
pictures) • 
- Encourage the children to make various musical 
instruments with sand. They may try gluing it to blocks 
for sand blocks or putting it into containers and shaking 
(symbolization: symbol level--use of objects to represent 
other objects). 
- Place sand, measuring spoons and cups out for the 
children to explore. Count how many spoonfuls equal one 
cup (elementary types of relationships: logico-
mathematical--ordering). 
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- Use sand instead of dirt to sprout plants such as 
beans or potatoes (symbolizat i o n : index level). 
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- With the children, make a n hourglass and watch the 
sand slip from top to bottom. Talk about the concepts of 
top and bottom (symbolization: index level, symbol level--
use of objects to represent other objects, and sign level). 
- Place an old fl o ur sifter near the sand and 
e ncourage the children to experiment with it 
(symbolization: index level). 
- Make small sandbags that can be used for playing 
toss games (elementary types of relationships: 
spatio-temporal--spatial reasoning). 
- Place large toys in the sandbox for the children t o 
use during free play. Vary the toys from time to time 
(symbolization: index level). 
- After playing in t~ e sand, use a little time to 
clean up, talking with the children about good habits of 
personal hygiene (symbolization: sign level). 
- Put some sand in a large container (sand table or 
wash tub) for children to experiment with. Hide different 
play materials in the sand every day and let the children 
find them. Some examples of hidden play materials are 
spoons , paper cups, trucks, and magnifying glasses 
(symbolization: index leve l). 
- Prepare cards for children to work with by gluing 
sand in the shape of letters, numerals, and shapes onto 
poster board. Parents who cannot volunteer classroom time 
could prepare these at home if the teacher supplies the 
materials and directio ns (symbolization : symbo l 
level--recognitio n of pictures) . 
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- Use tempera paint to color the sand different 
shades. Let the children mix the sand and then discuss the 
changes that occur (symbolization: sign level; and 
elementary types of relationsh ips: logico-mathematical and 
spatia-temporal). 
- Visit places where sand is found or where it is 
used, a concrete company, for instance. Invite parents to 
go with you (symbolization: index leve l). 
- Provide various substances s uch as water, salt, 
flour and sugar to mix with the sand for discovery 
experiments. Discuss the changes (symbolization: sigo 
level; and elementary types of relationships: 
spatio-temporal). 
- Encourage the children to make sandcastles. 
Encourage them to make small, medium-sized and large ones. 
(elementary types of relationships: logico-mathematical). 
- ~sk questions about the sandcastles that facilitate 
verbalization (symbolization: sign level). 
- Make sand pies. Talk about foods that feel like the 
sand. Hake both thick and thin pies, as well as large and 
small ones (symbolization: sign level; and elementary 
types of relationships: logico-mathematical--ordering). 
- Provide sandstone rocks and encourage the children 
to fill up a sand box by beating them together 
(symbolization: index level). 
- Ask the children how many uses of sand they can 
t hink of. Provide pictures of sand as a play material, as 
a building material , and as the stuff that beaches and 
deserts are made of (symbolizatio n: symbol 
level--recognition of pictures , and sign level). 
W~TER 
- Have the child draw a card from a prepared stack 
with numerals on them. Then using an eyedropper, have the 
child drop the same number of drips into a container 
(elementary types of relationships: logico-mathemat ical--
ordering). 
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- Ask the children if they can tell you about what 
lives in wate r. Expand the activity by examining water, 
talking to people about what l i ves in water, and looking in 
books to learn about water and water-dwellers 
(symboliztaion: sign level). 
- Fill one balloon with water and another with air. 
Talk about the differences in the two -- in weight, in 
shape, and in the way they feel (elementary types of 
relationships: logico-mathematical--grouping). 
- Measure and explore the difference in one cup and 
one-half cup of water. Measure to see how many cups of 
water it takes to fill a gallon container, or a half-gallon 
container . ~sk the childre n which container holds more and 
less using water as a focal point. ~9k parents to save 
throwaway containers to use for measuring and dipping 
water (elementary types of relationships: logico-
mathemat ical--grouping) . 
- Tas t e cold water , then warm and hot water. Taste 
wate r with s ugar, salt , vinegar, and vanilla 
(symbolization: index l evel). 
- Put different amounts of water into seal ed 
containers and shake for a musical sound , or fill glasses 
to various degrees a nd strike their rim lightly with 
pencils to c reate music (symboliza tio n; symbol level--
represe ntatio n of objects with other objects) . 
- Use the eyedropper and drop water onto different 
kinds of surfaces to see if it is soaked up or repelled. 
Try surfaces like rubber, plastic, sponge, wood, clay, 
feathers , wax paper, and cloth (symbolization: index 
l evel). 
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- Pollow a stream of water to find out where it bagan . 
~sk the childr en how they think the s tream began 
(symbol ization : sign level). 
- Discuss the many uses of water. Por ins tance, we 
us e wate r to bathe, to drink, to clean clothes and the 
house , and to water plants and animals (symbolization: 
sign level). 
- Put out many objects for the children to experiment 
with to determine what will sink and what will float, for 
instance, wood, cork , metal sinkers , a penny, and a rubber 
eraser (symbolization: index level). 
- Each day, provide differe nt substances for the 
children to mix with water and dxperiment with results. 
You may choose to use flour, sugar , oil, soap, sand, dirt, 
paint, and food coloring (symbolization: index leveli and 
elementary types of relationships: logico-mathematical--
grouping). 
- Place some ice in a tray and watch it melt then put 
it back in the freezer and re-freeze it (symbolization: 
index level). 
- Freeze wate r tinted with food coloring to make ice 
cubes of different colors. Taste the ice to see if there 
is a difference with regular ice (symbolization: index 
level). 
- Wet construction paper a nd then write or draw on it 
with chalk (symbolization: symbol level--making of 
representations). 
- Paint colored construction paper with water and 
watch it fade as it dries (symbolization: index level). 
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- Visit as many different places as you can to see 
different uses and sources of water. ~sk parents to go 
with you. Some parents may know places to visit -- farm 
ponds, creeks, streams, springs, and rivers (symbolization; 
inde x level). 
- Boil a potful of water. Watch and feel, from a safe 
distance, the changes that occur (symbolization: index 
l evel). 
- Provide various objects for the children to wash 
(symbolization: index level). 
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- Provide a variety of containers for children to pour 
water into and out of (elementary types of relationships; 
logico-mathematical--ordering). 
- Provide water, measuring spoons , and cups for the 
children to experiment with (eleme ntary types of 
relationships: logico-mathematical--ordering) . 
- Talk about snow, where it comes fcom , and where it 
goes (symbolization: sign level; and elementary types of 
relationships: spatia-temporal) . 
- Use a bucket of water and provide small objects such 
as beans, and let the children put a handful in and pick 
out one at a time, or add one at a time (elementary types 
of relationships: logico-mathematical--ordering). 
- Let the children use a sponge to dip into water and 
squeeze into a glas s o r cup. Count how many squeezes it 
takes to fill the container (elementary types of 
relationships : logico-mathematical--ordering). 
Many of the sand and water experiences involve the 
index level because of the manipulation element included. 
The index level can be extended through open-ended 
questioning and demonstrations . 
Swing. 
A tire swing will be available on the playground. The 
swing will require climbing skills and will allow for 
socialization. The movement on the swing will allow the 
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child to e Kpe rience left, right, fo rward , backward and 
othe r motions. This experience is on the index l evel. The 
child lnay also use the swing to symbolize other modes of 
transportation. Labeling the swing and writing experience 
stories will contribute to the sign stage. ~s various 
children choose to play on the swing together they will 
experience grouping, one of the first types of e lementary 
relationships. ~ll three of Fiagetls stages o f play may be 
expe r ienced on the tire s wing. However , it probably lends 
itself more toward functional and symbolic than games with 
rules. 
~ minimum clearance of 18 inches between the swing and 
ne arby components will be provided (U.S. CPSC, 1981). The 
swing will be placed away from other equipment and out of 
the primary traffic flow path. The tire swing will be hung 
using one-half inch nylon rope, which will hold up to 3,000 
pounds (Frost & Klein, 1979) . The lowest part of the swing 
will be 12 inches from the ground. Holes will be drilled 
in each tice to allow for water drainage. 
Tunnel. 
A tunne l on the play space will allow children to 
physically experience over, under, through and other places 
in their environment. It can be used for fUnctional play 
by individual children or symbolic play by an individual or 
small group of children. On occasion it will also become a 
part of an obstacle course for the total group to move 
through, over or beside. The actual experience will 
provide index level activ it ies and will allow for symbol 
l e ve l eve nts. Labeling the tunne l will provide a sign 
stage experience. In addition to labeling the tunnel, the 
sign stage will be addresse d through stressing 
verbal ization concepts. 
The tunnel will consist of 10 truck tires bolted 
together and buried up to the white walls (?rost & Klein, 
1979 ). Tires are being used due to the safety hazards of 
co ncrete and metal tunnels. 
Bridge. 
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, suspension bridge will be incorporated into the 
playground. The bridge will aid in the children's 
deve lopment of e lementary relationships of spatial and 
temporal relations. When the bridge is being used as a 
part of an obstacle course, it will serve to provide the 
opportunity for a game with rt1le s, Piaget' s third level of 
play. During free choice time children will use the bridge 
in Piaget 's first and second levels of play: functional 
and symbolic. Children using the bridge in functional play 
are still becoming comfortable with their skills. They 
will probably go over it repeatedly. ~fter children are 
confident of their bridge crossing skills, they are likely 
to invent imaginative games that include crossing the 
bridge. They may make-believe they are one of the three 
billy goats gruff or anothe r character they have heard 
about. 
A tire climber on one end of the bridge will provide 
an entrance way. A ramp on t he other end of the bridge 
will provide an alternate route. The bridge will be 
approximately four feet off the ground to provide the 
opportuni ty for children to go under the bridge as well as 
over it. Thi s e ncourages children to see different 
perspectives which will aid them in moving away from 
egocentrism. The space under the bridge entrance may be 
used as a playhouse if the children choose. For safety 
reasons , side rails will be placed on each side of the 
bridge. 
Vehicle path . 
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, campus sidewalk located beside the playground will 
be used as a vehicle path. It is triangular shaped and 108 
feet in circumference. There is a place off the sidewalk 
and in the center of the triangle to park vehicles 
temporarily. The triangle is loc a t ed fairly c lose to a 
temporary parking space, therefore close supervision is 
required. ~ physica l barrier, such as a sawhorse or tire, 
will be placed at the point closest to the parking place as 
a barrier reminder to the children. In addition to the 
triangular sidewalk, other close-by walks will be used on 
occas ion . The building where the classroom is located has 
a porch that circles half of the building. Some of the 
porch is covered and may be used for vehicle riding in 
rainy weather . The porch flooring is tile and concrete 
with pebbles, which will offer various riding experiences. 
This activity ~ill provide an index level experience. The 
teache rs wilt e xte nd the exper i ence by Eacilitat lng 
verbalizat i on th r ough questions regarding the textures. 
The r e is a ramp from the building for eas y access to and 
from the ~idewalks. 
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~ space within the fenced playground will not be paved 
for a vehicle path at this time. On occasion, children 
will be allowed to ride inside the fence in designated 
areas. Consideration has been given to where a path might 
be added in the future. The addi tion wi 11 be based upon 
need and f unds available. 
The vehicles will include two heavy duty tricycles, 
one irish mail, one rickshaw, a scooter, and a wagon. This 
range of vehi~les p rovides t he opportunity foe children to 
ride alone or with a friend. The vehicles also vary in 
dif f iculty level. Other vehicles will be added as the 
budget permit:;. l\. variety of d r -:lma tic play props will also 
be available to the children. 
Symboli c play will be encouraged through the props 
provided. Teachers will observe and listen to children in 
an effort to assess the props selected for use. Children 
will be e ncouraged , through questions, to use language with 
their symbolic play. ~n introduction to games with rules 
will be made by the traffic flow directions and other 
vehicle regulations. Some props will be concrete objects 
for functional use on the index level, while others will be 
open-ended allowing for symbolic play. Road signs will aid 
in the sign s t age of symbolization, The s patial relations 
should also be e nhanced through experiences with vehicles. 
~-frame climber . 
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An A-f rame cli lnbing structure approx i mately five feet 
high will be provided. The A-frame will be a wooden 
structure wh ich wi ll encoura ge use of l egs and a rms to 
climb to the t op. The s ection underneath can be used as a 
playhouse if t he c hi Ideen choose. Both funetiana 1 and 
symbolic play can oc c ur on this piece of equipment. When 
i t becomes a part of the obstac l e course it will provide an 
opportunity to playa game with rules. 
Climbing structure and e1ayhouse. 
A combinatio n c limbing s truc ture and playhouse will be 
included on the playground. The s tructure will provide the 
opportunity fo r c limbing and role playing. The climbing 
will be primarily functional play and safety rules will be 
an important facto r in play. Th~ playhouse will encoura ge 
symbOlic play. The playhouse will a lso assist in the 
developmen t of grouping and ordering. The climbing will 
encourage development in spatial and temporal relations . 
The climbing s tructure , predominantly wooden, will be 
located on a sand surface for cushioning falls. The sand 
will be a t least e ight inches deep and will be contained by 
railroad ties. There will be seve r a l ways to climb " to the 
top: a ladder , a ca rgo net, and platform steps. To exit , 
the chi ldren ~ill be able to use the ladder, cargo net, and 
platform steps, as we ll as other avenues . Temporary exits 
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such as ropes, slides , and othe r loose parts will be added 
from time to time . ~ playhouse will be incorporated into 
the bottom o f the c limbing struc tur e . Various housekee ping 
props suc h as pots , pans, dolls, and dress UP c lothing, will 
be provided to encourag e soc iodca (M .. tic play . 
Platform and storage unit. 
, platform will serve as a stage and storage unit for 
playground loose pacts and vehicles . The platform may also 
be used as a playhouse area . The stage will be accessible 
by stairs. Each end will open, and a pullout cart will 
house numerous items available to the children. The back 
section of the platform will open for purposes of parking 
vehicles . The stage floor will be four feet high. Rails 
around three sides will help prevent accidents. 
The stage will encourage dramat ization and symbolic 
play. writing the scripts that children develop or the 
names of t heir plays will ai in t he sign stage 
development. Being on stage should also help children gain 
an aware ness of spatial relations. putting vehicles and 
loose parts under the stage will continue the development 
of spatial relations as well as help in temporal reasoning, 
grouping , and ordering. 
Open space. 
The stage will face an open space used for the 
children to meet during group times. This space will be in 
the central part of the playground and will comfortably 
accommodate all children at once. The open space will be 
without any stationary equipment and will be used for a 
variety of purposes. The purposes will include, but will 
not be limited to: gross motor independent play, teacher 
directed music and movement activities, story time, and a 
meeting place. 
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The open space will be available for children to 
independently participate in stability, locomo tion, and 
manipulati ve psychomotor activities. These child initiated 
activities will encourage functional and symbOlic stages of 
play_ Adults will be available to lead children in games 
with rules if the children are interested. 
On a limited bas is there will be teacher directed 
activitied fo r small groups or the total class. Small 
group and total class activ ities will provide the 
opportunity for children to use their bodies to represent 
objects , a nd noises to represer.~ t hose objects' sounds . 
~he teacher directed activites will lean toward the play 
level of games with rules, however, individual abilities 
and creativity will be considered. For example, children 
may be asked to move like a rocking chair, bird, worm, 
tree in the wind, a cloud floating, blade of grass growing, 
and so on. There will be some rules but some freedom as 
well. On occasion , all children may be asked to 
participate in this type of teacher directed activity, but 
the majority of the time will be s pent in free choice 
activity. 
During story time, which is also t e acher directed but 
allows for childre n's partic ipation, the symbol and index 
stages of symbolization wi ll be represented . The open 
space will also be us ed for small groups and the total 
class to meet Eor discussion and planning times. The open 
space will have a s urface of grass. It will have some 
sunny and some shady spots. 
M.ounds. 
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J\.cros s from the pLatform will be a gras s y ea rth mound. 
When funds a llow, the single mound will be joined by mounds 
of varying sizes and shapes c ircLing the open space. The 
mound boundary will keep balls and similar loose part s 
con f ined. They will also provide natural climbing 
opportunities for the children. The mound(s) will be used 
as a natural stage for children as well as adult 
performers . The boundaries will also clearly define the 
meeting space. 
Balance steps and beams. 
The balance steps will be made from tree stumps, cut 
railroad ties, and utility· poles. The various materials 
will be accompanied by various sized steps. In some space$ 
the steps will be ordered lowest to highest, but some areas 
will include an up and down pattern. The steps will be a 
stationary part of the playground. However, loose parts 
wi ll be used to construct temporary balance beams and 
steps. The balance area will become a part of an obstacle 
course on occasion. The group obstacle course would 
require following rule s but there will also be time for 
functional and symbolic play. Children will be able to 
develop index and symbol levels of symbolization. With 
each step measured and labeled according to height, the 
sign level will also be incorporate d into the area. 
Living space. 
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The playgro und currently has two deciduo us trees 
within the fenced area. There are several trees, both 
deciduous and evergreens , located close by but outside the 
fence. A hedge, located just outside the fence, runs the 
length of one side. The living space will be expanded to 
include a rea s for a garden qnd animals. The digging and 
g arden area will be introduced by allowing exploration 
first. When seeds and bulbs are planted , pictures will be 
used to mark the expected product. This should be helpful 
in developing skills at the symbol level. When it is 
possible, a real flower , plant , ~ cgetable, or fruit will 
also be shown with the picture. Adding words to the 
picture will help children ready to work at the sign level. 
The growth of the plant will also assist children in 
their develo~ment of elementary types of relationships: 
logico-mathematical and spatio-temporal relations. The 
spatial reasoning of the seed being under the ground and 
the plant being on top of the g r ound will be demonstrated 
through plant growth. The time that it takes to see the 
sprout will be charted so the children can see the temporal 
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reasoning of before and after or first and second. As the 
plants continue to grow, concepts of g rouping and ordering 
will occur with the plant~ and their blooms and/or produce . 
See Table 2 for a list of recommended Kentucky crops. 
The flower garden will continue to expand each year. 
The initial planting will include various perennial plants 
in order to develop a foundation on which to build. As 
much of a variety as possible is planned in order to 
provide a broader learning e xperience for the children. 
The flowe r garden will include lily of the valley for its 
fragrance. Flowers such as tulips will be included for 
cutting. Snapdragons will be planted to attract humming 
bird~ . Dahlias will be included to attract monarch 
butterflies. Yuca will be planted as a succulent sample 
(York, 1981). 
Hardy bulbs will be planted and left in the ground for 
the children to be surprided by. Tender bulbs will be 
planted and after they bloom, children will dig them up and 
store them for the next year. Some flowers will be grown 
from seed while others will begin as bedding plants. The 
exact number and speci fi c plants will depend upon the 
budget and donations received. See Table 3 for a list of 
flower planting and blooming times. 
Care will be given to avoid all poisonous plants. 
~i3ts have been obtai ned from the Red Cross and the 
Kentucky Poison Center. These lists are kept on file for 
reference. Each year the classroom coordinator will check 
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Table 2 
Kentucky Planting and Maturity Crop Guide 
Barry l.a<e 
Planting Planting Days To 
Crops Date Date Maturity 
1\sparagus (crowns) Mar 15 Nov 15 second season 
Beans (snap) IIpr 25 July 25 60-65 
Seans ( lima) May 1 June 20 65-90 
Beets Mar 15 July 20 70-75 
Broccoli (plants) Mar 20 ~ug 1 60-70 
Cabbage Mar 10 July 15 60 - 70 
Carrots Mar 20 July 15 80-90 
Cauliflowet' (plants) Mar 10 July 1 70-80 
Celery IIpr 5 July 1 100-130 
Cha r d Mar 20 July 14 55-60 
Collards Mar 10 !\ug 1 80-90 
Sweet Corn I\pr 20 July 10 70-80 
Cucumbers May 1 July 1 50-65 
Eggplants (plants) May 10 June 15 60- 75 
Kale Mar 20 !\ug 1 70-80 
Kohlrabi Mar 20 lIug 1 60-70 
Let: tuce (led.f) Mar 25 lIug 15 50-60 
Lettuce (bibb plan ts) Mar 25 I\ug 1 50 - 60 
Muskmelons May 10 July 1 75-90 
Okra May 10 July 15 60-70 
Onions (sets) Mar 10 (Spring only) 40-120 
Onions (plants) Mar 10 Jul y 1 40-120 
Parsley Mar 20 I\ug 1 70-90 
Parsnips Mar 20 June 15 90-100 
Peas Mar 1 ( Spring only) 60-80 
Peppers (plants) May 10 J uly 1 65 - 75 
Irish Potatoes Mar 15 July 1 90-140 
Sweet Potatoes May 10 June 10 120-140 
pumpkins May 5 June 15 100-1 20 
Radishes Mar 10 Sept 15 30-40 
Rhubarb (crowns) Mar 10 Nov 15 second season 
Rutabaga Mar 10 July 10 80-90 
Southern Peas May 5 July 1 60-70 
Spinach Mar 1 Sept 1 50-60 
Summer Squash May 10 lIug 1 50-55 
Tomatoes (plants) May 5 June 15 60-90 
Turnips Mar 10 lIug 1 50-60 
Watermelons May 5 July 1 70-90 
Winter Squash May 10 July 1 80-120 
~. Information from Home Vegetable Gardening in Kentucky by 
Cooperative Extension Service , No Date, Lexington: University of 
Kentucky, College of Agriculture. 
Table 3 
?lower Planting and Blooming Guide 
Name 
hyacinths 
daffodils 
tulips 
crocus 
golden winter 
aconite 
blue scilla 
snowflake 
danfordiae 
snowdrop 
1i111es 
1ycori9 
colchicums 
sternbergias 
dahlias 
gladiolus 
tuoerOUB begonia 
caladrum 
cannas 
tigridia 
freesia 
sparaxis 
ixia 
Dutch iris 
watsania 
Bummer hyacenth 
poppies 
larkspur 
bachelor's button 
marigold 
petunias 
chinaaster / 
callistephuB 
impatients 
coleus 
Type 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bulbs 
hardy bUlbs 
hardy bulbs 
tender bulbs 
tendec bulbs 
tender blllbs 
tender bulbs 
tende c bulbs 
tender bulbs 
tender bulbs 
tender bulbs 
tender bulbs 
tender bulbs 
tender bulbo 
tender bulbs 
hardy annuals 
annuals 
annuals 
annuals 
annuals 
annuals 
annuals 
annuals 
Planting 
Time 
early autumn 
early autumn 
early autumn 
early autumn 
early autumn 
early autumn 
early autulWl 
early autumn 
early autumn 
late autumn/ 
early spring 
summer 
summer 
s ummer 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
late fall/wint. 
late fall/wint. 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
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Blooming 
Time 
winter 
winter 
winter 
winter 
winter 
winter 
winter 
winter 
winter 
summer and 
autumn 
J\ug-Sept 
Aug-Sept 
Aug-Sept 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
late spring 
late spring 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
(Table continues) 
Name 
flowering tobacco 
Wax begonias 
dustymille r 
snapdragons 
geraniums 
peony 
aurinia saxatilis 
alyssum 
trilliums 
primrose 
lily of valley 
anemone 
iris 
daylily 
daisy 
pyrethrum 
bleeding heart 
phlox 
blanket flower 
beebalm 
liatris or 
Kansas gay feather 
Echinops or 
globe thistle 
goldenglow 
helenium 
chrysanthemums 
asthers 
Type 
annuals 
tender perennials 
tender perennials 
tender perennials 
tender perennials 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
pere nnial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
perennial 
Planting 
Time 
s)rillg 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
late summer 
late summer 
late summer 
spring or fall 
apr ing or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
spring or fall 
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Blooming 
Time 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
early spring 
early spring 
early spring 
early spring 
spring 
spring 
la te spring / 
early summer 
• 
• 
• 
• 
summer 
summer 
late summer 
late summer 
late summer 
late summer 
late summer 
fall 
fall 
~. Information from The Complete Pamily Flower and Garden Book 
by B. York, 1981, New York: P1aymore. 
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to see if updated lists are available. 
The animal area will a llow the children the 
opportuni t y to observe and care for a wide variety of 
animals. Some animals will be visitors for a short while 
and others may s tay with the class. Some animals will 
provide the opportunity for children to pet and handle them 
while others, such as fish, will not. The actual 
experience for the childre n will be at the index level. 
Preparing for the animal by reading about him or her will 
provide sign level activities. Pictures of the animal will 
help to include the symbol leve l. 
Since a variety of animals will be used, children will 
see different animal groups, numerous sizes, various 
methods animals use to move and their growth pattern. 
These experiences a ll contribute to the elementary types of 
r e lations hips : logico-mathematical and spatio-temporal 
r e lationships. 
The animal area will include a cage 3 x 3 x 3 which 
will remain outdoors. ~ cage 1 x 1 x 1 will be kept for 
smaller animals and will be placed outside when 
appropriate . Insect containers and jars will also be useda 
When larger animals visit, a designated area will be 
arranged to confine the animal. See Table 4 for a list of 
possible animals and care instructions. 
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Table 4 
~nimals and Care Instructions 
Name 
fish 
(gold or 
guppies, 
crayfish/ 
crawdads) 
tadpoles 
land snail 
chicks 
Home 
Aquarium tank with one 
gallon 55 - 70 degrees 
Farenheit of water per 
inch of fish, excluding 
tail. Bottom of tank can 
be lined with clean s and 
and plants. 
Aquarium tank or jar 
filled with pond water 
and one inch of mUd. 
~lgae rocks should be 
added to the water. 
Round gla~s bowl with one 
inch of sand a nd several 
inches of soil with plants. 
Add a small dish of water 
to the bowl. 
Care 
feed commercial 
fish food 
Do not change water. 
Let feed on the 
algae and small 
plants attached to 
the rocks or feed 
them beef, liver and 
chopped worms. 
~ brooder or carton with Feed starter mash 
a warm light bulb -over- and water . 
head . Temperature should 
be 90-95 degrees farenheit 
the first week and gradually 
lowered and maintai ned at 
70 degrees. Provide grave l 
for scratching and sawdust 
or paper flooring. 
(Table continues) 
Name 
ducks 
shell 
parakeets 
wild birds 
ants 
insects 
earthworm 
catepilla r 
gu inea pig 
rabbit 
Home 
Contai ner which includes 
a smaller container of 
3-4 inche s of wate r. 
Bird cage which allows 
climbing and flying. 
Provide perches. 
Provide bits of yarn, 
hemp or feathe rs for 
birds to gather and 
make nests. 
Commercial ant farm or an 
open jar with paper 
around it and placed in 
a pan of water. Keep 
at room temperatur e and 
away from sunlight, after 
a few days remove paper to 
see tunnels. 
Scree n container with 
moist soil and grass. 
Jar with moist so il and 
covered with lid t hat has 
holes punched in ~t . 
Jar or b~g containe r. 
Te rrarium or small cage . 
Small cage or leave free 
to roam the room or 
outside fenced area. 
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Care 
Feed comme r iea 1 
duck food and 
water. 
Feed apple, toast 
or greens wi th 
seeds and water. 
Grain and suet 
feeder, water in 
a container. 
Feed crumba, apple 
pieces, catepi l lars 
a nd freshly killed 
insects. Provide 
water. 
Feed hone y, bread, 
peanut butter, 
lettuce, dead 
insects, grass and 
leaves. 
lteep some of the 
grass or leave~ they 
were found on. 
Feed hay, grain or 
commercial pellets, 
lettuce , carrot tops 
and other greens 
and water . 
Feed animal food 
pellets, oatmeal, 
clover, grass, 
carrots, lettuce or 
cabbage and water. 
See veterinarian for 
worming and shots. 
(Table continues) 
Name 
cats 
dog s 
goats 
lambs 
gerbil 
white mice 
turtles 
Home 
Leave free to share the 
a r ea with the childre n. 
Leave free to share the 
area with the chi ldren. 
Pens with ramps 
low platforms. 
and 
Pens with ramps and 
low platforms. 
~quarium cover ed with 
wire and kept at 70-7 5 
de grees. Cover floor 
with torn white paper 
towels, and pine s having s 
or chlorophyll chips. 
~ t wo story cage with 
stairs or a ladde r 
connecting them . Include 
a swing trapeze and 
exercise bar. Keep temp-
erature about 70 degrees . 
Container with h iJh 
straight sides fill dd 
with water. Provide a 
rock or pebbles piled 
above the wate r . Include 
tiny plants. Keep 70 
degrees constantly. 
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Care 
'Feed cOI(uoorc i.al 
cat food. 
Feed commercial 
dog food. 
Bott 1e feed 3 
times a day. 
leafy hay and 
times 
Feed 
grain. 
Quart of milk over 
the s pan of one day. 
Peed l ea fy hay or 
grain. Wate r and 
salt lick. 
Peed water, lettuce 
carrot, apple , 
sunflower seeds or 
commercial food. 
Peed rice, corn, 
sunflower seeds, 
carrots and water. 
Feed l e an raw beef, 
liver, fish or 
chicken, lettuce 
tomatoe and carrots , 
worms, i nsects and 
slugs. 
Note. Inform'ltio n f r om Ideas for Teaching Young Children 
With Na~ur~ by ~ustin ~ssociation for the Education o f 
Young Children, 1973, Washington, DC: ~990ciation for the 
Education o f Young Children . Simple Scie nce Experiences by 
M. Y. ~all, 1972, Danvil le , NY: In s tructor . 
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Loose parts. 
~ variety of toose parts will be available to the 
children. Prost and Klein (1919) refe r to loose parts when 
they s t ate (p. 85): 
The children ca n move them, build with them, stack, 
arrange, tear down, rearrange, use them as props 
for imaginative play, create their own structures 
for gross motor activity, a nd even incorpora te them 
into games with rules. 
~ince cognitive development is influenced by the experience 
of handling, moving and thinking about concrete objects, 
many real items will be provided. ~n attempt will be made 
to keep a balance between items the children are familiar 
with and ones the y are not. Children have schemata, mental 
structures representing some aspect of reatity for items 
with which they are familiar. When a new item is added to 
the loose parts collection , children who are unfamiliar 
with it will be likely to react to i t as a new example of 
something already known. This proces b is called 
assimila tio n. Children assimilate the object to what is 
familia r , distorting their perception of the object if 
necessary to make i t fit. ~s teachers ask questions and 
demons t rate uses of the object which are in conflict with 
the assimilation, children will reevaluate their 
identi fica tion and modify their mental structure (schema) 
to accommodate the new object. Children accomodate by 
modifying o r reorganizing their ideas and, when necessary, 
forming a new idea (Charles, 1974). 
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Loose parts such as tires, wood chips, boards, and 
other open-ended materials will provide the opportunity for 
children wo rking on the symbol level to use objects to 
represe nt other objects. Encouragement to discuss their 
work will he lp move childre n from motion to verbal 
responses , thus aiding in the sign stage. A few examples of 
objects used as parts are: 
boards 
assorted tires 
carboard boxe~ 
carpet pieces 
ropes 
stones 
nuts 
bowls 
pans 
shovels 
scoops 
plants 
seeds 
cans 
water hose pieces 
strainer 
dressup clothes 
balls 
wood scraps 
old cloth 
buckets 
car tons 
crates 
baskets 
funnels 
tubing 
bottles 
inner tubes 
hoops 
wood 
tools 
paint 
cable spools 
pine cones 
shells 
measur lng cups 
hoops 
spoons 
old sheets 
whisk brC,..'") IQ 
magnifying glass 
binoculars 
balloons 
kites 
windmill 
color scopes 
pinwheel 
water hose 
compass 
magnet 
thermometer 
water gauge 
snow gauge 
hay 
eggbeater 
colander 
transportation toys 
sieves 
string 
sifters 
Some of the loose parts will be stored outside in the 
platform storage unit. Other loose parts will be stored 
indoors and brought out on a regular basis. ~ach teacher 
will be responsible on a rotational basis for bringing 
items from their learning center to the playground. This 
will extend typically inside activities, such as drawing, 
to the outside. Children will on occasion have paper and 
drawing utensils available to draw plans or complete 
projects which would give children the opportunity to make 
representations in two or three dimensions. The inside 
learning centers -- art, blocks, language and books, 
housekeeping, table toys, discove ry, and wood working--
will regularly be extended to the outdoors. 
Summary 
The value of each piece of equipment or outside 
learning area is important to the contribution of the 
total outdoor playground. In addition to the individual 
part being valuable , the combination as a whole will 
compliment the cllrriculum approach selec ted a nd aid in 
meeting the determined goals. 
The children will de velop index skills through 
manipulatio n o f actual loose parts alone, in the sand, 
water and in the playhouse. Loose parts related to 
gardening and animal care will also contribute to the 
index level development. The swing, bridge, tunnel, 
stage, mound, climbing structu res, and balance equipment 
will provide index leve l e xperience as children learn the 
functions of each. 
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Index skills will be the foundation foe s ymbolic 
development. ~ll loose pacts and equipment can be used by 
individuals and small groups of children for symbolic 
representatio n. Teachers will encourage language in all 
activities to help children move from nonverbal to verbal 
responses. 
Sign stage development wil l occ ur through labeling, 
signs , and e xperience s toeie~. Use of words with and then 
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without objects, models, and pictures will aid in the 
children's transition to sign stage . All loose parts and 
each piece of equipment will be useful for stimulating the 
mental i mages of children . 
The elementary types of re la t ionships will be 
enhanced by all parts of the playground desig n. The 
grouping concepts of same, similar, and go tog e ther can be 
exper ie nced through playing with the loose parts . The 
ordering of sizes, quantities, and qualities will be 
experie nced through playing as well as putting l oose parts 
away at cleanup time. The spatial reasoni ng such as here 
and there , on, and under, will be developed through use of 
all pieces o f equipment . Children learn about space by 
placing their bodies on , over , under, in, through, beside , 
behind, and in front of the equipment . Ch ildren also 
learn about space by using objects to place on, over, 
under, in, through, beside, behind, and in front of 
equipment. Temporal reasoning, such as before and after, 
first, and second, can be experienced through their body 
in relation to other children . Temporal reasoning can 
also be developed through the use of loose parts in 
combination with the equipment. 
Opportunities fo r each of Piagetls stages of play 
will all be available through the loose parts and 
equipment. Punctional play will occur as children are 
operating at the index level. Symbolic play and the 
symbolic stage will exist togethe r. The ability to play 
games with rules will occur as children develop the sign 
stage . The play levels will occur in a sequence. The 
children will not discard a level of play once they 
develop the higher l evel. 
Throughout the playground new experiences and 
objects, combined with the well known, will create the 
process of assimilat ion. Further expe rience will result 
in accommodation and possibly new ideas. Through this 
process children will experience cogniti~e developme nt. 
It is recognized that the playground would be more 
ideal if it included a water fountain, a covered area and 
tOileting facilities. Due to lack of funds and space 
these will not be incorporated into the playground plan. 
The playground is located close to the classroom building 
which has a covered porch, water fountains and restrooms. 
Children will be taken to the restroom immediately prior 
to outdoor time and upon reentry t o the classroom. The 
water fountain is next to the restroom and will be 
available at the same time. During extremely hot periods 
water jugs and cups will be taken outside for drinking 
purposes. During rai ny weather children will be taken on 
the porch fo~ fresh air , and gros s motor and nature 
activities will be offered indoors. 
The outside learning environment will no t be limited 
to the playground. The nearby porch, surrounding 
sidewalks, and all of the campus will be used to enhance 
the children's experiences. ~ature walks will be 
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incorporated into the outdoor learning time . 
Evaluation 
Introduction. 
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'Evaluation of the curriculum and playground design 
has many uses. The evaluation results will be used to set 
new goals, modify the cu rriculum methodology and 
playground design , and train personnel. Evaluation 
strategies for determining the effectiveness of the 
playground will be varied, Each individual child , the 
class as a whole, the teaching staff , the program, and the 
development project will be evaluated . 
Individual. 
~ach individua l child will rece ive a formal 
developmental assessment , a behavioral screeni ng, a health 
e xamination, and other evaluation as the need indicates. 
Informal assessments such as observation checklists and 
anecdotal notes will also be recor ded for each child. 
~ pre- and post-developlaental assessment will be 
administeced to children each year they attend the 
program. The developme ntal assessment, to be determined by 
the classroom coordinator, will include the following 
areas: cognitive , language, gross motor, fine motor, and 
self-help . In addition to the assessment given to every 
child, referrals will be made for more comprehen$ive 
testing when appropriate . 
~ behavioral assessment will be conducted on each 
child . The assessment instrument will be determined by 
the mental health coordinator. Referrals will be made 
when children have unusual score s. 
The health component of th~ program will provide 
physical e Xd(ninatio ns and regular informal health checks. 
Height and weight will be c '1ecke d at the beginning and 
ending of each schoo l year. Teachers will regularly be 
alert to potential health problems and make referrals to 
the health coordinator as needed. 
Throughout the year a necdotal notes will be kept 
regarding each child. 4necdotal note s will reflect 
observatioll.$ r e9arding the child 's attitude, improvement 
in skills , lack of improvement in skills, family , health, 
and behavior. Other informal surveys and checklists will 
be used as the teachers determine the need. 
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The formal and informal as sessment data ~ill provide 
information for: preparillg individual objectives. The 
objectives will be considered in plan ning the activities 
and materials for the environment. The objectives will be 
tracked on a regular basis. As children accomplish new 
tasks, informal reevaluation occurs and new objectives are 
developed. The cycle will then repeat itself. 
Class. 
The developmental assessment and health data will be 
compiled into a class cOlnposite . This information will 
serve to guide the classroom staff in future planning. 
Class-wide anecdotal records will also be kept as part of 
informal aSsessment . 
Teachin'.! staff. 
The teaching sta ff evaluation will not be based upon 
the individual at' class development . The evaluation will 
address the opportunities made available to the children 
for facilitating development. Evaluation wilt be both 
formal and informal. 
For the purpose of stressing that evaluation is a 
step toward improvement all staff evaluation wilt be 
ongoing. The informal assessment will include regular 
classroom a nd teaching observations by the classroom 
coordinator, lead teachers , and program directo rs. 
Feedback regarding the observation will be shared as soon 
as possible and documented as a classroom visit . 
The formal evaluation of the staff will occur within 
the context of goal setting. ~t the beginning of the 
year, individual staff members and their supervisor work 
together to establish mutually-agreeable goals for the 
employee. In semi-annual conferen~ es , progr~ss on goals 
is reviewe d, new goals are set, or goals may be 
renegotiated. 
~ combination of the following techniques will be 
used in developing goals. 
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Strengths-weaknesses : both employee and supervisor 
list strengths and weaknesses see n in employee performance 
and discuss agreemen t and/or differe nces tn perceptions. 
Critical incidents: both employee and supervisor 
keep records of specific incidents or behaviors, both 
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positi~e a nd negative , that t he employee e ngag es in during 
the e valuation pe riod; during t he evaluat i o n con fe re nce , 
each incide nt is discus sed as an indicatio n o f the 
employee ' s performance . 
Manage ment by objectives (MBO): both employee and 
supervisor dete rmine the parts o f the MBO which he/she is 
respo nsibl e; these items a r e incorporated in a series of 
activi ties to address each milestone wi t h speciE ic 
complet i o " dates in MOO format . These a r e reviewed a t the 
evaluation conference . 
The informal and formal teache r assessment will be 
comprehe nsive . The teacher 's outdoor teaching s trategies 
wi l l be included. A.ppropriate implementation of the 
outdoor curriculum will be a part of the evaluation. 
'Program. 
Since the program is both a Head Start and a day care 
center, r egulations of each organization must be followed . 
The Day Care Licensing Office wi l l visit regularly to 
inspect the cente r. Some of the visits will be scheduled, 
however , others will be unannounce d. ~ny guideline Which 
is not being met will be recorde d by the assessor and a 
timeframe will be given for imp rovements to be made. 
The Head Start guideli nes s trongly recommend that a 
Self-Assessment Validation Instrument (SAVI) be used 
annually . The SAVI team will consist of staff members, 
parents of the children being served, and community 
repre sentatives. The team will assess a l l program areas 
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and record the findings . The findings ~ill be shared with 
all staff members and, when needed , an improve ment plan 
will be deve l oped. 
In addition to the S~V I, the qead Start f unding 
source will s c hedule regula r validatio n visits where the 
program wil l be assessed . Areas found to be in need of 
improve me nt will be noted in a follow-up letter to the 
program. The program will then respond to the lette r and 
develop a n improvement plan as needed . 
The Day Care Licensing Office , Head Start fu nding 
source , local staff , parents, and community 
representatives provide a broad base for program 
evaluatio n. ~lthough the eva luatio ns a re comprehensive 
and are not limited to the playground, they will include 
the outdoor learning eKperiences . 
Project. 
The project of planning the curriculum ar.d the 
playground design to be used by WKU Campus Child Care 
program will include both formative and summative 
evaluation strategies. Formative e valuation provides for 
ongoing fee dback and co ntinued planning. Summative 
evaluation dddresses the overall completed project. 
The advisory cOlrunittee will be invited to review each 
stage of the project prior to implementation. The 
advisory cOlrunittee ~ill also be invited to participate in 
an evaluation upon completion of the project. 
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Once the curriculum and the design are being 
implemented they will be monitored closely by the program 
directors, the classroom coordinator, and the day care 
lead teacher. As needs are identified through the input 
from teachers, volunteers, and advisory committee members, 
modifications will be made. 
Summary. 
Just as the developmental and growth process is a 
never ending ey1e for people, a playground should continue 
to expand and change. The objectives follow assessment of 
individuals, the class, the staff, the program and the 
project. The implementation of activities is based on 
objectives. ~fter the activities are reevaluations. The 
cycle then repeats itself over and over for continued 
growth. 
Adaptation Overview 
Chapter 4 
I\DAPT~'rION OF PROJECT 
Various child development r e lated programs which are 
developing an outdoor curric ulum and playground design may 
be interested in utilizing the process o r product de~eloped 
for this project. Whether the intent is to replicate this 
curriculum and design or to use only the process for 
develop ing a comple tely different curriculum, the steps are 
similar. The basic steps in building a curriculum and 
designing a playground plan include prepa ration, 
development, implementation , and evaluation. Each step 
i nvolves numerous tasks. Worksheets are provided in 
Appendices B-J to provide guidance in the adaptation of 
each step . 
preparation 
IntrodUction. 
The major tasks involved in preparation of a 
curriculum and des ign plan are 
1. conduct a nee ds assessmellt to identify the 
environment of children served and existi ng opportunities 
for expanding development . 
2. Consider the amount of money available for 
development of the curriculum. 
3 . Develop a file of available resources that can 
provide assistance and/or materi a ls in developing and 
implementing the curriculum. 
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4. Establish a committee to advise and assist in the 
developme nt of the curric ulum and design. 
5. Study sample outdoor curricula and playground 
designs through reading materials, intervie ws, workshops 
and other means. 
6. Establish developmental goals for the children. 
7. Consider the many possible approaches to an 
outdoor emphasis in the c urriculum. 
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8. Identify types and le~e ls of activities/materials 
t o be included in the c urriculum considering identified 
needs , goals, curriculum resources , and developmental level 
of children. 
9 . Consider the format of the curriculum: items to 
be included in a kit, basic areas to be included in a 
manual. 
10. Consider the distribution of the curriculum to 
each classroom: a complete set for e ach room, circulating 
manuals or kits, centrally located manuals or kits. 
Needs assessment. 
Conducting a needs assessment may be accomplished in 
several ways. ~ few examples include: informal 
interviews, observations, surveys, formal interviews, 
examination of records, and assessment committees. The 
informal interview can be used to determine needs ovec a 
cup of coffee, during lunch, or in any casual conversation. 
Observati o n involves watching teachers and volunteers to 
determine their needs as well as ..... atching children to see 
what their needs are. When using a survey method, a 
questionnaire is distributed asking for the information 
needed. ~ formal interview is calling s taff, volunteers, 
parents or children in to obtain informat ion. Examination 
of records such as teache r eva luations and child 
asses sments may ref l ect needs. 4 committee representing 
various groups could be formed for the purpose of 
determining the needs . 
Needs assessment data for this project were gathered 
through informal inte rviews, observations, formal 
interviews, record examination, a nd a committee . Informal 
interviews occurred with staff members, parents , 
p ofessionals , and children. Observations of the teaching 
staff, volunteers, and children were made. Formal phone 
interviews were conducted with several agencies such as the 
Consumer Product safety Commission. Both child assessments 
and teacher evaluations were rev iewed to obtain local 
information for this project. The playground committee 
deve loped for this project was invited to participate in 
the needs assessme nt phase . In addition , a comprehensive 
review of the litera ture provided a broad base of needs 
assessment information. 
~vailable funds. 
~lthough the need for money is a reality, programs 
should not sacrifice a quality curriculum and playground 
design due to a low budget. Funds may be available through 
volunteer services, donation s , grants, fund raising, or 
III 
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collaboration. 
Community groups accoSS the nation a r e joining 
tog e the r to assist in the design a nd const ruction o f 
playscapes that a r e moce imaginative , economical, a nd safe 
than the standa rd playg rounds (Prost & Klein, 1919). The 
cOlrununity built playground is a unique expression o f the 
ideas a nd needs o f those who contcibute , indicating that 
involving t he pa r e nts of the children s e rved i s important . 
Utilizing the skills volunteered by community members and 
parent~ for the design a nd construction of a playground 
saves a aigoi f ieant amount of IRO ney . The excitement and 
ownership fe lt by the voluntee r s may e ncourag e hours of 
s e r v ic e after the initial playground is built. Those 
service hours could be spent in adapting equipment after a 
field tes t and in preventive mainte nance . Preve ntive 
maintenance is crucial to the playground s afety. Community 
built playgrounds have bee n found t o be safer than 
traditional o nes (Frost & Klein, 1919). Prost and 
Strickland (1918> have found that inexpensive play 
environments can be superior to e Kpensive ones. 
Child care progralns a re often fortunate e nough to 
obtain donated materials or services from individuals and 
agencies. ~he donation he lps the child care program but 
may also help the individual or agency. Benefit s to those 
do nat ing i nc lude a tax deduct ion if the child care 
program is nonprofit, sa tisfaction of helping, 
advertisement fo e the business , agency or person, and 
perhaps meeting goals or require ments of the agency or 
business making the donation. 4 sample form which can be 
used for documentation of ~onations and a donation 
worksheet is shown in Appendix U. 
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'gencie8 or businesses may be more likely to donate 
materials whi ch are generally discarded. Materials such as 
tires , utility poles , railroad ties, cable spools, scrap 
lumber, and pipe are possibilities. A few sources for free 
playground mate rials are utility companies, service 
stations, factories, nurseries , parks and recreation 
departments, tree service companies, building contractoc~, 
and lumber yards. Businesses which do not donate materials 
may ~e willi ng to sell items at a reduced price. 
Grant money i s available from nume rous sources . Some 
grants a r e advertised a nd proposals are requested. Other 
grant money is given whe n unsoliciten proposals are 
considered to be worthy and fund s a~e available . Being 
active in professional organizations is one way to become 
aware of possible grants. See the grant worksheet. in 
~ppendix c. 
?und rai~ing events may be one day activities or 
ongoing projects. Staff, parents, or community agencies 
could be r esponsibl e for the activities. Some projects 
such as bake sa l es or raffles involve an investment of 
money or a donati o n of goods prior to sales. Many fund 
raising businesses work with organizations by allowing 
orders to be taken before the sale items are delivered. 
Child care programs located near or affiliated with 
other agencies needing playground equipment and an outdoor 
curriculum may want to consider collaboration. Sharing the 
cost and work may allow both groups to have higher quality 
than could be afforded independently . A collaboration 
worksheet is provided in Appendix D. 
A core amount for the playground has been budgeted . 
In addition, donations and grant funds are being requested 
from local busines s es and agencies as well as national 
organizations. The center parent committee sponsored a 
fundraising project for the purpose of contributing money 
for the playground. The playground design is planned in a 
wa y that additions can be easily added if enough funds are 
not available initially. It is hoped that by planning a 
long range design all money will be well spent and lead us 
closer to a quality playground. Appendix E contains a 
sample budget worksheet. 
Available resources. 
Available resources could include printed and audio 
visual materials. Some of the materials may be ones 
developed within the agency or by others. Individuals, 
agencies, or organizations may also serve as available 
resources. The people who can provide assistance may be 
staff members, someone who works across town or across the 
nation. Keeping a file with the name, address and a brief 
desc ription of the material or expertise the individual has 
may be useful. 
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Many resources were utilized in developing this 
project. Assistance was requested from authors, university 
faculty, parents, staff, city landscapers, nurses, and 
others. 
committee. 
A committee can provide a wide range of services to 
the program developing a playground curriculum and design. 
Prior to establishing a committee, the following should be 
decided: the purpose, goals, responsibilities, skills 
needed, and timeframes . The purpose of the committee could 
be to advise, approve, or actually develop the curriculum 
and design. The program regulations and guidelines should 
help determine the purpose of the committee. The goals, 
responsibilities, and timeframe may be information the 
prospective members need to know when deciding whether to 
serve or not. The skills needed should help in the 
decision regarding the composition of the committee. 
An advisory committee assisted this project. The 
members represented the fields of physical education, 
recreation, art, early childhood, safety and first aid, and 
landscaping. Two parents also served on the committee. 
Two meetings were held and ongoing contact was made 
individually. During the first meeting members were given 
handouts reflecting playground research findings, committee 
goals, responsibilities of the committee members, and the 
timeframe. All members who could not attend were sent 
copies of the handouts and minutes of the meeting. The 
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second meeting was to review final plans and the 
constcuctio~ status. See Appendix? for a suggested 
committee wo rksheet. 
Study . 
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Through studying various o utdoor curr icula and 
playground designs a knowledgeable decision can be made 
regarding the best approach and equipment for the program. 
It is suggested that the s tudy include the following: 
attending conf e rences and workshops, visiting different 
playgrounds and child care programs, discussing the 
approaches and equipment with professionals , and reviewing 
numerous curricula and designs. 
Each of the above approaches we re used in the study 
for this project. See Appendix G for a sample study 
workshee t. 
Approaches. 
A variety of approaches can be used for the outdoor 
curriculum. A few possibilities are listed below. 
1. Outdoor activities iocorporated ioto existing 
curriculum or units. 
2. Complete teaching units focusing on the outdoor 
environmet.t taught at various times in the year at random 
or in a sequential order. 
3. Complete outdoor teaching units taught at one time 
of the year, at random or in a sequential order. 
4 . Outdoor ideas and act i vities incorporated into 
existing daily schedule or lesson plans. 
5. outdoor activities and materials introduced in 
cesponse to a specific event or child initiated interest . 
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The curriculum developed through this project involves 
more than one approach. outdoor activities will be 
incorporated into the existing curriculum. Outdoor 
activitiea will also be introduced in response to a 
specific event or child initiated interest. 
Activities and materi~l~. 
Prior to determining the activitie s and materials, a 
decision must be made r egarding program objectives. The 
objectives s hould be based on the program philosophy, 
identified needs, available resources, and the 
developmental levels of the children served. Any 
gu i delines and regulations imposed on the child care 
progralB must also be considered. 
The purpose of the goals and objectives is to define 
the direction of accomplishment. The goals and objectives 
can also be used in measuring the accomplishment. 
Behavioral objectives may be written for individual 
children. 1\n accomplishment is desccibed in a way that is 
observable and measucable in a behavioral objective (Ragan 
& Shepherd, 1977). Behavioral objectives should answer the 
following questions: who will perform the task; what will 
be measuced ; undec what conditions, if any, will the task 
be performed: and what is the minimum level of performance. 
~lthough behavioral objectives may be needed for individual 
children the curriculum also needs goals which are more 
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general. Multilevel activities may have a general goal but 
may also fulfill several different behavioral objectives. 
See Appendix H for an objective and goal worksheet. An 
activities worksheet is also included in Appendix H. 
Format. 
The curriculum format will be based upon the approach 
as well as the goals and objectives of the curriculum. A 
few examples of curriculum format are a kit, one manual, 
several manuals, or activity cards. The format may include 
detailed activities and approaches or it may allow for 
individuality. 
The format selected for this project is one that 
provides the framework and encourages input from each 
teacher . The written information is contained in one 
manual. The forms to be used are all contained in a master 
filing system and the materials for use by the children are 
limitless. curriculum mater i a ls for use with children are 
kept in designated storage units . 
The equipment design format will also be based upon 
the curriculum approach, goals, and objectives. The 
equipment could be portable, permanent, or some combination 
of each. The layout could include numerous patterns. 
A circular pattern is selected for this project. 
Equipment is being placed around all edges of the 
playground with the center as a meeting space for the total 
group. Many of the pieces will be permanent ones. 
However, portable equipment along with many open-ended 
materials will also be provided. 
Distribution. 
The f o rmat may influence the distribution method used. 
Large programs with several sites may decide to: rotate 
the manua!Cs) or kit, provide each classroom or each 
teacher with one, or have one available for teachers to 
check out. 
This project will make a copy of the manual available 
to each teacher. In addition a copy will be in the 
resource library for volunteers, parents and other child 
care programs to borrow. Portions of the curriculum and 
design plans will be disseminated to all Head Start 
prog rams in Kentucky, Tennessee, and North Carolina. 
Summary. 
The preparation stage of curriculum development 
requires that consideration be given r egarding the 
development, implementation, a nd e valuation. After the 
overall foundation has been built, the curriculum is 
underway. 
Development 
Introduction. 
The major tasks involved in the development of a 
curriculum and design plan are: 
1. Review commercial ideas, activities, and materials 
available. 
2. Request ideas, activities, and/or materials from: 
staff members; parents and families of the children; and 
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individuals, businesses, and organizations within the 
community . 
3. Make decisions cegarding the compiled ideas , 
activities , and materials . 
4. purchase and/or make other needed 
materials/equipment . 
Review . 
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~n indepth review of commercial cu rricula and 
playground plans s hould extend the study which began during 
thd preparation s tage. The review should be based upon 
e stablished goals. The goals for this project are 
identifie d in Chapter 3 . 
Request input. 
Input should be requested from staff members, parents, 
children, committee members, professionals, and 
organizations . 5pecific curricula ideas and equipment 
designs should be discussed. Input was requested for this 
project throllgh staff mee tings, commlttee meetings, and 
individual conferences . 
J4ake decisions. 
Considering tile review and input, decisions Inust be. 
made regarding ~he curriculum and playground design. ~he 
decisions will also be influenced by many other factors 
such as funds, space, regulations, identified needs, and 
available resources as covered duri ng the preparation 
stage . The final decisions for this project were made 
jointly by the Head Start and day care directors. 
Purchase and make. 
Once the decision has been made r egarding the 
curriculum to be used, the copies need to be made or 
purchased according to the dist ribution plan. ~fter the 
playground design has been decided upon, the equipment 
needs to be purchased or equipment blueprints need to be 
drawn. In the event that the program is purchasing 
curriculum, materials or equipment, note the agency 
purchasing procedures. If plans are to build the 
equipment, arrangements for labor need to be planned. 
Local procedures for contracting with individuals or 
cOlopanies need to be considered. 
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The curriculum for this project is contained in 
Chapter 3 . The equipment blueprints are in Appendix ~. 
Labor for the copying of the curriculum and installation of 
the equipment will be provided through a combination of 
paid and volunteer help. The U4~terials for the equipment 
will be both purchased and donated. 
Sununary. 
The developme nt stage will smoothly flow into the 
implementation provided the staff has had input and help in 
the decision making. See ~ppendix t for a deve lopment 
worksheet . The preparation and development stages are of 
little use without the implementation stage. 
Implementation 
Introduction. 
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The implementation stage includes the following steps: 
1. Inform a nd train staff , parents, and volunteers 
concerning the curriculum. 
2. Distribute curriculum t o teachers accord ing to 
plan. 
3. ~hrough s taff meetings a nd individual as s istance, 
guide classroom staff and volunteers in implementing the 
curriculum. 
Training. 
Training includes many of the same steps that 
deve loping a curriculum does. The trainee 'S needs and 
interests s hould be considered. Objectives should be 
developed based upon the needs identified. The curriculum 
for the training must the n be decided. The training 
curriculum i s the knowledge and ~k ills needed to reach the 
objectives . Deciding upon the training approach to be 
utilized is outlined in the fol lowing steps: (1) 
preparatio n includes dete rmining the needs , goals, 
curriculum, and techniques as well as preparing the 
teaching aids and scheduling each acti~ity; (2) After 
preparat ion , the session is conducted and evaluated; and 
(3) To ensure effec tiveness, follow up to the session is 
important. 
The same approaches discussed earlier for needs 
assessment and objective development can be applied to 
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training. The training curriculum will depend upon the specific 
outdoor curriculum selected or developed, as well 4S the needs 
assessment results and goals of the training. 
The training techniques will be influenced by the goals. 
Some techniques to consider are lecture, small group discussion, 
role play, case study, brainstorming, demonstration, and on the 
job experience. Table 5 reflects some of the advantages and 
disadvantages of each technique. 
Audio visual aids are important because they increase the 
participants' retention as well as prompt the trainer. Criteria 
for selecting audio visual aids are 
Objectives 
Group Size 
Size and Shape of Room 
Your Preferences 
Content 
Availability of Equipment 
Costs 
Portability 
Visual aids to consider include chalkboard, overhead 
projector, flip chart, slide projector, movie projector, 
filmstrip, opaque projector, and flannel board. Table 6 
reflects advantages and disadvantages of visual aids. 
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"t'able 5 
Training Technique ~dvantages and Disadvantages 
Training Technique 
lecture 
small group 
discussion 
role-play 
case-study 
brainstorming 
demonstration 
on-the-job " 
1\.dvantage 
time-saving, control 
of topic, repetition, 
economy, fl~xible 
group size 
involvement of 
everyone, reduced 
peer pressure , 
variety of exper-
ience, exchange of 
ideas 
participation, 
increase d self-
confidence , empathy, 
variety of solution 
participation, 
applicability 
all ideas are 
brought out, judi-
cial judgment ruled 
out, quantity is 
obtained 
gives hands on 
experiences, visually 
seen 
hands on experience, 
real job "setting 
Disadvantage 
one-way communica-
tion, b6redom, 
attention span, 
lower rete ntion 
rate, canned talk, 
no fee dback 
uncomfortable, 
voluntary parti-
cipation , lack of 
leadership, lack 
of organization 
artificality of 
situation, discom-
fort o f partici-
pants , lack of 
productivity, time 
consuming 
artificality, time 
consuming cost, 
lack of informa-
tion 
no evaluation of 
all ideas 
cost , time 
consuming 
time, cost, price 
paid for mistakes 
Table 6 
Visual Aid ~dvantages and Disadvantages 
TYPE OF VISUAL 
chalk board 
overhead 
flip chart 
slide projector 
mov ie projector 
filmstrip 
opaque projec t or 
flannel board 
"DV"NT~GeS 
low cost, simp l icity 
erasability 
fact-ta-face con-
tact, note -taking, 
color, good visibil-
ity, reproduction, 
focus of attention 
easy, ref e r e nce , re-
usability, methodical 
prepared material, 
ease of use, low 
cost, ease of refer-
ence, reusability, 
accessability, 
portability 
portability, profes-
sional presentatio n, 
ease of operation, 
visibility , 
flexibility 
ease o E operation , 
authority. slow 
motion, audience 
participation 
packaged programs, 
authority 
use book or printed 
materials 
good Eor building 
a presentation, low 
cost 
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01 ~"DV "NTI\GES 
visibility, legi-
bility, eye 
contact 
legibility, cost 
lack of visibil-
ity, legibility 
unable to take 
notes, some rooms 
hard to darken 
sometimes filler, 
fashions change, 
dark room causes 
drowsines s 
sometimes unavail-
able, difficult to 
change or reverse 
bulkiness, note 
taking is diff i-
cult 
preparation 
cumbersome 
The arrangement of the roolo influences the e ff e ctive 
use of visual aid~. The r0018 arrangement may be theatec 
styl e with cha i rs o nly, c l assroom sty l e .... ith tab les a nd 
chairs, chairs in a U-shape, or chairs surrounding a 
confere nce table . The r oom arrangement sets t he stage fo r 
the c lima te of the sess i on . 
C;che du li ng the act ivities or developing the agenda 
includes se l ect i ng activ i ties and placing them into 
timef rames . 4gendas shou ld always include the f o llo wing: 
i ce breaking , c lima te setting, goa l accomplishment , 
summary, evaluation, and foll ow-up assignment. 
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The ice breaker involves in troduct i ons and a group 
dynamic s oc warm-up activity to involve the partici pants 
and help them feel comfortable. Clima t e se tting is the 
place to specify the benefi ~ .'i Cond objectives o f the 
training. Goal accomplishment is the section ",here 
training tech niques and visual a i d ~ a r e used to help 
partic ipants gain the knowle dge and skill the workshop was 
des igned to facilitate. The summary is a brie f review of 
the main points. The purpose oE the evaluation i s to help 
the traine e imp eove as we ll as to assess the participants. 
tf a follow up activity i s given to each partic ipant, a 
long rang e evaluation i s also possible. See ~ppendiK J for 
a training ",orksheet . 
Distribu~!Q!!. 
Even if the dist r ibution plan does not provide for 
each teacher having a copy of the curriculum, one should be 
available for review as a part of the training fo llow up. 
If a curriculum is not distributed to each i ndi vidual a 
OO((OwiI19 system needs to be es tabli s h e d . 1E the 
distribution s yste m allows fo r _3ch teach c t o have one, 
documentation o f distributio n s hou ld be arranged . 
Follo wing ace samp l e proced'lce s whi c il c ou ld be 
modified foe a c urric ulum l e nding library . 
Task 
Request mater ial(3) 
using appcopc i~te form 
and a llowing one week 
for processing 
Person Respo nsible 
all 
Send we itten conE inna-
tion of the r e quested 
r eservati o n or availa ble 
date 
Pick up ma t e cial(s) 
or 
De liver ma t e rial(s} 
librar i an 
staff r equesting 
mater ial 
libra rian 
~ 
as nee d e d 
upon r equest 
r eservation 
date 
r eae' 'Ilatio n 
date 
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Fill o ut appropr.iate 
library c ard to 
de Sig na te bor~ower, 
date bor rowed and 
r etu rn date 
$taEf. r~questing 
mater i:t l 
upo n del ilJery 
or pick up 
Pile library ca rd 
until materi~l is 
r etu rned 
Return materia l(s) 
Indicate retur n o n 
the library card 
Contact librarian for 
exte nded us e or r e -
che cking the material(s) 
Contact borrowe r 
regarding overdue 
ma ter i a l(s) 
libr arian 
bOrrowe r 
librar i a n 
borrowe r 
librarian 
upon comple-
tion of form 
as indicated 
upon r e turn 
as neede d 
as needed 
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~eache r s are often fortunate e nough to be give n man y 
printed r esources when begi nning a new job. Since staff 
turnover is often h igh in ch ild care centers a nd budgets a r e 
low, the return of those material s may be importa nt. tf the 
return is dete rmined to be impor t a n t , the t eache r and program 
would benefit from an organized approach for noting the 
resour ces . A. form whi ch included the name and co ndi t i o n o f each 
resou rce cou ld be signed and dated by the teacher receiving the 
material s . The o riginal shOU ld be ~ept in the personne l file 
and one copy kept by the t eache r. 
A.ccessibility of the curriculum will have a tremendous 
impact upo n the implementation stage . A.Lthough care must be 
given to maintaining the condition and number of curriculum 
copies, t he y a re o f little value if the y are not used. 
Follow ~. 
Ongoing s upport a nd assista nce is needed for imple menting 
any new c ur r i culum. The ongoing e Ff o rt can occur in groups and 
among individuals. 
Group assistance can occur through staff meetings and 
tr a inings. Each staff meeting agenda s hould allow time for 
areas of conce rn regarding the curriculum to be addressed . 
'5everal trai lling sess i o ns could be provided for the entire 
gr o up, focusing upon those points causing the most difficulty . 
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tndividual assistance CQuld be incorporated into regular 
classroom and teacher observations. tt is recommende d that the 
goals be lis ted and the observation notes reflect actions that 
facilitate or negate each goal. The teacher then has specific 
feedback. Examples of how to f acilita te ~ach goat could be 
generated by the teacher and supervisor and a date for 
additional observations determined . Both the teacher a nd 
supervisor should sign and date the obse rvation f a clu after it 
ha s been reviewed. The o riginal should be ~ept in the personnel 
Eile and a copy made Eor the teachec . 
!)uaunary. 
The initial training is important for providi ng an 
introduction and a positive attitude toward the curriculum. 
Ongoing learning should occur through use of the curricu. lu.m. 
J\fter some hands o n experie nce with the c llrriclllllm, additional 
assistance may be needed through a group or individualized 
approach. 
EvaluatiQ.!! 
The specific tasks involved in evaluation of the cllrricutum 
and playground design are 
1. Field-test ideas, activities, materials, and equipment 
with the assi~t~nce of staff, parents, and others. 
2 . Obtain feedback fro lu parents, staff , and volunteers 
r egarding the lltilizat i on of the activities, materials, and 
equipment. 
3. finalize c ur r i cu lum consider ing feed back from s taf E, 
parents, and volun tee rs. 
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4. Using a va riety of t e chn i ques , eva luate the c ur r ic u lum 
and desig n. 
5. Make add itions , co r rect i o l'\ s , cep-1.irs, a nd deletions as 
neede d . 
Field tes t. 
The period of fi e ld testing ca n be a ny l e ngth of tllne . The 
value o f fie ld testing is that it e ncourag es the highe :;t qual ity 
product possib l e s ince mist~k~q and p r oble ms can be addressed 
a nd improvements ma de. P ield testing a l so al l o ws for IOOre 
t e a che r a nd volunteer input. The fi e ld test can be informal, 
fo rma l, or a combination of the two. 
Obtain feedbac~. 
The fee dbaCK can a lso be obtained t hrough a forma l or 
informal approach . It is important that the feedback be 
specific in order to utilize i t e ff ec tively. 
Finalize. 
~lthough a c urricu lum or playground design should always be 
in the p rocess o f being improved , the overall framework should 
not requ ire cons t a nt c hange . ~fter cons iderable tilRe and 
attention has been given to the e valuation, finalize the 
cur ricu lum a nd de sign. 
Techniques. 
In additio n to formal and informal evaluations , summative 
and formative e va luat ions a r e used to assess c urricu lum. 
Specific evaluation approache s include anecdotal notes, 
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checklists, grading, inventories, conferences, questionnaires , 
rating scales, self-assessment, and obgervations. 
The evaluation, regardless of the technique, should reflect 
the criteria or goals of the curriculum. ~n evaluation 
instrument and procedures have to be identified. Conducting the 
actual evaluation occurs next. 
Improvements. 
~fter the evaluation data is collected, improvement 
9trategie~ need to be identified. The areas to work on, person 
responsible, and a projected date should be sufficient. 
Summary . 
To encourage quality services to young children evaluation 
mus t be ongoing. The e valuation system begins with the 
formation of goals and objectives. It continues through the 
process of planning activities and the environment bgsed on the 
goals. 'fter the childcen pacticipate in the planned activities 
they are ree~aluated a~ are the Jo~ls, activities, and 
environment. The cycle is continuous. Evaluation presents a 
plan for determining the degree to which goals and objectives 
are met and methods are followed. Evaluation aids in 
improvement, justification, and documentation. 
Summary 
Chapter 5 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In early childhood education today, there is an ever 
increasing need for improved playgrounds and outdoor 
curricula . Evidence of this need is reflected through the 
increase of literature regarding preschool outdoor learning 
environments. 
The primary purpose of this project was to develop a 
Piagetian-b4sed preschool outdoor curriculum and playground 
design. The curriculum and design was developed based upon 
the r e search reviewed. 
A survey of the related literature was made to 
determine the recommended types of preschool playgrounds. 
The safety, play value, and expense of each type was 
studied. 
Conclusions 
On the basis of interpretation and analysis of this 
project, the following conclusions were reached. 
1. The American interest in playgrounds has resulted 
in a transitional period with child oriented and creative 
environments beginning to replace the traditional asphalt 
playgrounds with standard equipment . 
2. Traditional playgrounds generally include swings, 
slides, seesaws, and climbing bars. 
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3. Less cognitive and social play is exhibited on 
traditional playgrounds than on other types . 
13 3 
4. Contemporary playgrounds are designed to emphasize 
novel forms, textures, and aesthetically pleasing 
arrangements . 
5 . Adventure playgrounds provide children with raw 
building materials and tools with which the y can build 
their own play structures. 
6 . creative playgrounds include an inexpensive mix of 
hand built equipment and loose parts. 
7. With relatively few exceptions, American 
playgrounds for children under eight years of age are 
hazardous, inadequately equipped, and inappropriate to the 
developmental play needs of children they serve . 
8. The most serious playground hazard is a hard 
surface under the playground equipment . 
9 . Loose parts (tires , wood , plants, and seeds) have 
equal appeal to children across age levels. 
10. Inexpensive play environments can be superior to 
expensive ones . 
11 . Volunteer services and donated materials help in 
constructin~ low-cost b~t high-quality playgrounds . 
12 . ~lthough the development of motor skills remains 
important, outdoor playgrounds can also contribute to 
children'S cognitive development , enhance communication and 
soc i al skills , and give children a sense of independence 
and positive self - image . 
13. ~s the amount of play equipment has increased, 
the amount of motor play and play with materials has 
increased, and the amount of social play anrl conflicts has 
decreased. 
14. Many preschool teachers use the outdoor learning 
time as a recess for the children and a teacher break. 
Recommendations 
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On the basis of the previously stated conclusions 
concerning preschool playgrounds and outdoor curricula, the 
following recommendations are given. 
1. Current playgrounds should be checked carefully 
for hazards and modifications should be made as needed. 
2. Playgrounds under construction should lean toward 
creative and adventure types. 
3. Volunteer hours and donated goods should be 
utilized to provide quality yet inexpensive playgrounds. 
4. Child care teachers and parents should be involved 
in the development of the playground and outdoor curriculum 
to be used. 
5. Loose parts should be a part of every playground. 
6. Outdoor equipment and activities should address 
the total developmental needs of the children served . 
7. The equipment and activities should provide a 
balance between simple and complex, freedom and structure, 
and individual, small, and large groups. 
8. Regular safety checks should be made for 
playground hazards. 
9. Child care teachers should receive training in 
appropriate outdoor experiences for young children . 
10. Child c. re teachers and administrators should 
develop criteria for evaluating teaching to determine if 
the curriculum is designed to lend itself to outdoor 
education. 
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~ppendix B 
Western KentuckY University Head Start Program 
Statement of In-Kind Contribution 
DONOR C~TEGORY (Please check appropriate space below): 
Individual Business Civic Organization School 
TYPE OF GOODS OR SERVICE DON~TED: 
VALUE, $ ____ _ DATE: 
(For Office use Only) (To be completed by Donor) 
Received by, 
Name of Donor/organization 
Center: 
A.pproved By, Address: Street , No/PO Box 
22/ 26/_ C ity State Zipcode 
Telephone number 
Authorized Signature of Donor 
Donation Worksheet 
Dollar amount needed: 
Dollar amount bUdgeted: 
materials/services that could be donated, and their dollar 
value: 
Places from which to request donations: (individuals, 
businesses, service organizations, and community agencies) 
150 
Person Resp. Date 
Address Phone for contact Contacted Response 
Type of contact to be used: 
Telephone: Letter: Personal: Other: 
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Appendix C 
Grant Worksheet 
In deciding whether to apply for grant money answer the 
following questions: 
1. Is the amount of money available worth the work of 
developing a proposal? 
2. What kind of chance do you have for being funded? 
Consider your skills and experience a9 compared to other 
bidders. 
3. Do you have the time to work on the proposal between 
now and the deadline? 
Funding Agency 
Grants to Request 
Amount 
Person 
Responsible Due Date Response 
Appendix 0 
Collaboration Worksheet 
List all possible collaborators: 
1 52 
Ans wer the following questions about each possible collaborator : 
1 . 00 we have common goals? 
2. Are we geographically close enough to share a space? 
3. What do they have to offer us? 
4. What do we have to offer the m? 
If after answering the above questions it is determined that 
collaboration would be beneficial, continue with a plan . 
Collaborator(s) Person Responsible Contact Date Response 
1 53 
Appe ndix E 
Sample Budget Worksheet 
Column 1 - all possible items needed (wood, bOlts, labor) 
Column 2 - estimate of expense for each item 
Column 3 - source of funds or donations 
Column 4 - penciled in expenses as agreements and contracts are 
made 
Column 5 - actual expenses for e ach line item; this will reveal 
the under or over estimated expenses 
Column 6 - balance of the account f or each line item; in the 
case of an under estimated expense, this will be a 
negative balance 
1 
Line 
Item 
2 
projected 
Amount 
3 
Source 
of Funds 
4 
Obligated 
Funds 
5 
Actual 
Expense 
6 
Balance 
15 4 
~ppendix F 
committee Workshee t 
-------------------
Identify the purpos e of the committee : 
Goals of the committe e: 
Responsibilities of the committee : 
Time frame for committee activities: 
List skills that need to be r epresented on the committee: 
Li s t agencies or groups that need to be represented on the 
committee: 
Considering all of the above list potential members of the 
committee: 
Who will contact the individuals to invite them to participate ? 
By what date should the contact be made ? 
Results of contacts: 
Appe ndix G 
Study Worksheet 
~ttend confere nces a nd workshops 
Planned 
Visit quality playgrounds 
Pla nned 
Visit quality programs 
Pl a nned 
Discussions with professionals 
Planned 
Review informative materials 
Planned 
Othe r approaches for study 
Pl a nned 
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~ttended 
Visited 
Visited 
Discussed 
Reviewed 
Completed 
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Appe nd ix H 
Objective and Goal Worksheet 
Before listing specific program goals decide the following: 
What portion of the day should be spe nt in c hild cente red 
activities? 
How should t eachers involve children i n planning their 
activities? 
what role should teachers take in helping children solve 
problems and learn new concepts? 
What grouping strategies are best? 
What are the characteristics of the age children served? 
After the program goals are decided upon individual 
activities and materials can be collected or developed. ~he 
activities and materials should reflect the program goals. 
Activities Worksheet 
Curriculum Card 
Title 
Primary Development Area 
Specific Objectives: 
Mate rials: 
Procedures: 
Unit _______ _ 
Type 
Appendix I 
Development Worksheet 
What curricula will be used or modified? 
What playground designs will be used or modified? 
Person responsible for modifications, if applicable: 
Deadline for completion: 
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Person responsible for purchasing or collecting needed materials 
and equipment: 
Deadline: 
Person responsible for arranging for installation labor: 
Deadline: 
Name of Session: 
Trainer: 
Date of Session: 
Ice breaker 
Introductions 
Warm-up activity: 
Climate setting 
Appendix J 
Training Worksheet 
Trainees: 
Place of Session: 
Agenda 
Benefits of training: 
Goals of training: 
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Goal Accomplishment activities (specify t raining technique and 
visual aid): 
Summary (main points): 
Evaluation (note approach and attach form): 
Pollow up activity; 
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